Day 1 : General & Antiques Auction Tuesday 4th December at 10.00.

Homeware Surplus Stock & Returns of new Interior & exterior Lighting, Rugs, Artwork,
Household furniture, Soft furnishings, kitchen equipment, Garden furniture, Pet items, Sofas
The contents of a Hairdressing salon. Good house clearances. Gifts. Office furniture & computers & printers.
Electricals, Gaming machines. The entire contents of a large Fancy Dress/Costume Hire shop.
Commercial & domestic Catering equipment. The contents of 2 restaurants. Catering trailer.
A good selection of Antique & Period furniture. Rare Baker-Compton Electrostatic Theatre Organ 1986
Ladderax radiogram. Vintage clothes & hats. China, stamps, Edwardian whatnot, large oak mule chest, chests
of drawers, large Victorian loo table, 5 quality Elm kitchen chairs, Ercol Bergere 3 piece suite, Bureaux,
writing tables, large dining tables. 2 bottles of 1995 Ch. Y’quem, 3 x Extra Vieille Champagne Cognac
30 Ltd Ed. Veteran Signed Aviation Prints by Robert Taylor, Trudgian, Coulson, Richard Taylor, Philip West.
WW2 Veteran signed 1st day covers, incl. 617 Sq. Dambusters, Battle of Britain Pilots & celebrity.

Day 2 : Commercial Auction Wednesday 5th December at 10.00.

Sawmilling & Woodworking Equipment.
Plant & Building Equipment. Vehicles
J.P.Logging (dec’d estate): Woodmizer LT15 Sawmill, Kindlet AKM200 Kindling machine,
Hakki Pilke 1X 37 Firewood processor. Trailers, Woodworking machinery. Self-loading timber trailer,
PTO timber winch, firewood, kindling. Kawasaki Quad, many cages of logs. Timber trailer. Artic trailers.
ALSO : Plant & machinery, Limestone paving, Potters wheel. 50kva Generator. Racking.
Multico K1 Morticer, Interwood vertical Belt sander, Axminster Ex demo machines. Timber. Gates.
Welding equipment. compressors. pallet racking. Power & hand tools. Large Indoor Play Centre.
New WAYFAIR overstocks & returns of new Lighting, Plumbing, Bathroom & Doors.
100s of Boxed decorative interior & exterior Light fittings. Bathroom & plumbing: baths, sinks,
shower panels & doors, towel rails, vanity units, taps, mixers. Many new doors, both internal & external.
VEHICLES : Freelander 2 TD4 HSE ‘07 new MoT. Discovery TD5 ES ‘01. Nissan D/C pick-up ‘04,
Jeep Cherokee ‘02. Toyota Hi-Lux ‘95. Mini Cooper ‘01. Iveco Cursor 18t removal lorry ‘03.
More lots arriving... Viewing : Saturday 1st Dec. 9-1, Monday 3rd Dec. 9-6, Sale Day from 8.30 pm

Online Bidding with easyLiveAuction.com.. www.mstauctioneers.co.uk

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1) INTERPRETATION
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by any subsequent enactment, order,
regulation or Instrument.
2) GENERAL NOTICE: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1979.
3) THIRD PARTY AGENT: All of the equipment is in the ownership of the vendor. MST Auctioneers Ltd is acting as a third party agent only and does not take any title to any of the goods. MST Auctioneers Ltd cannot be held
liable for any errors on the website, problems with registration or acceptance of bids.
4) BUYERS PREMIUM AND VAT CHARGES: A buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT is charged on the hammer price of all lots in our General sales, except for vehicles which have a Buyer’s Premium of 10% plus VAT. This does
not including internet auction host fees which will be an additional charge. The premium will be clearly marked in any special notes and in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current rate. The Auctioneer’s
Margin Scheme will apply to all lots not liable for VAT on the bid (hammer) price so the VAT on the buyer’s premium will be included in the amount shown and not itemised separately.
5) BIDDING: Your bid is a legally binding contract to purchase, if you are not sure, do not bid as we are unable to cancel your purchase and NO refunds will be made. If any dispute arises between those making bids, the
Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter,
vary or withdraw any lots before or during the sale. The Auctioneers have absolute discretion without giving any reason, to refuse registration to any person. A £200 refundable deposit may be required to be paid
(either by card or cash) by any person wishing to bid.
6) COMMISSION BIDS: MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on buyers behalf should they not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure the lots, no
guarantees are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price and will execute the bids as cheaply as possible. If two buyers submit identical bids, the auctioneer
may take the first bid/bidder’s number received. Card details may be required as security.
7) METHOD OF PAYMENT: All invoices must be paid IN FULL on the day of the sale. No goods may be removed until they have been paid for, together with all other charges. Payment can be by bank transfer, cash, credit
(max £200) or debit cards. Cheques will not be accepted except by agreement with the auctioneers, and the goods will be held until cheques are cleared. BANK TRANSFERS: BACS payment can be made
directly into our account (please contact the office for bank details). PLEASE NOTE: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £6,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed.
8) DEFAULT BY THE BUYER: If at any time the Buyer has failed to pay in full, the amount due by the date specified, or failed to remove any lot purchased by the clearance date and time specified in the Auction Notes/Important
Information then:
i)
The Auctioneer may rescind the sale of that lot and the full deposit and all monies paid, shall be forfeit and that lot may be offered for resale;
ii)
The Auctioneer may remove the lot from the premises and leave it outside at the Buyer’s risk and expense;
iii)
The Auctioneer may charge the Buyer the cost of storage or rent, taxes, any wages and other expenses incurred as a result of the lots remaining on the premises;
iv)
The Buyer shall indemnify the Auctioneer against any loss, damages, expenses, claims or liabilities incurred by the Seller arising from the Buyer’s failure to remove the lot from the premises.
9) ONLINE AUCTIONS: ACCEPTANCE OF FINAL BIDS - IMPORTANT NOTE – Acceptance of all final bids is subject to prior approval by our clients. MST Auctioneers Ltd reserves the rights to reject any bids which they feel
are insufficient. Successful bidders will be notified by email upon the finish of the auction together with a request for payment. Your highest bid will be treated as a valid bid, even if the reserve has not been met, as
vendors can ask us to reduce the reserves during the course of the sale
10) ONSITE SALES: DEPOSIT AGAINST DAMAGE OF FABRIC OF BUILDING: Purchasers may be required to pay an additional deposit on lots which will cause damage or leave a hole in the fabric of the building after removal.
These lots will be specified in the sale catalogue. The deposit will be returned once the purchaser has made good in a satisfactory manner. Clearance of all lots must be undertaken in accordance with Health &
Safety at Work Regulations.
11) SAFE WORKING PRACTICE & PERSONAL INJURY: Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been purchased
at the auction should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be required for
inspection. Furthermore, appropriate protective clothing, PPE, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual handling practice. Neither the Vendor
nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such
accident or damage arises from the negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions
sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to insure against and to make good any injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents.
12) FAULTS AND ERRORS: All lots are sold ‘as seen, as they lie’ and without warranty, regardless of the description in the catalogue. They are sold with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description, measurement,
weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and IF THEY BUY WITHOUT PREVIOUS INSPECTION,
THEY SHALL DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK. The lots are not sold by sample but if in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or
warranty as to quantity or otherwise, or that the lots are free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
13) CLAIMS CONCERNED WITH CONDITION OF GOODS: Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be installed by a competent member of the appropriate Trade or purchased only by a member of that Trade. The goods shall be
acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or injury (whether to person or property) suffered by
the Purchaser in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the condition of the goods.
14) RISK AND INSURANCE OF LOTS : Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the Purchaser.
The goods are, therefore, the risk of the Buyer immediately upon the fall of the hammer and buyers are strongly advised to effect insurance at once, irrespective of whether title has passed. Title does not pass to
the purchaser until full payment has been received.
15) REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £3 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 2 DAYS FOLLOWING THE
SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 10 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE HAS
BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers. All storage and expenses must be
paid in full before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to re-offer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. Any balance
will be returned to the purchaser.
16) LIFTING AND TOWING: Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the Purchaser's risk and
neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall incur any liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
17) LOSS CAUSED BY REMOVAL: Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being removed
shall:i)
Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection with the death or injury) under any
Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury and
ii)
In the case of loss or damage to land or property or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage, whether before the removal of his lots from the
premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and
subject to the provisions of Conditions 13 hereof:
iii)
the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants, agents or sub-contractors and
nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
18) LIMITATION OF VENDOR LIABILITY: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of negligence of the Vendor) by the
Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect
of the goods the subject of the claim.
19) DISPUTES: If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale (other than a dispute between bidders) the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such person as they shall
appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
20) HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974:
i.
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act
1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant,
machinery or equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder
applicable thereto.
ii.
The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for use at work. The Purchaser is
reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps
as are necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such
testing and examination as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
21) ROAD TRAFFIC ACT REQUIREMENTS: Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply with the Acts
and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use.
22) ROAD WORTHINESS OF VEHICLES: The hour and odometer readings on machinery and vehicles in this or any sale cannot be warranted and should not be relied upon. A MOT Certificate is not evidence of the road
worthiness of any vehicle, and all vehicles or machinery are sold as seen, as they stand, with all their faults, regardless of the catalogue description. No Warranty whatsoever is given or implied by the Auctioneers
or the Vendor.
23) EXPORT OF GOODS: The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a Purchaser.
24) SMOKING: Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.
25) CONTAINERS ETC: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.
26) CHEMICALS & LIQUIDS: The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder. Purchasers are
warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored. Any fluids remaining in any lots purchased MUST be removed from site in conformity with the Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health Act.
27) POST 1950 WORKS OF ART & COLLECTABLE FURNITURE: Items of furniture included in the antique/collectable section are offers for sale as works of art. These items may not comply with the Furniture and Furnishings
(Fire) Safety Regulations 1988 and for this reason, they should not be used in a private dwelling.
28) UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE - CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 1987: All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with the fire
resistant regulations before it is re-sold for domestic use.
29) TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS: Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they must be fully aware of their
legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND
SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE
REQUIREMENTS

BIDDING ONLINE VIA EASY LIVE AUCTION
Go to: www.easyliveauction.com
The list below is taken from their FAQ section:
Question:
How do I create an account?
Answer:
Creating an account is easy, first you'll need a valid email address that can receive emails. Visit the Create Account page and enter you email address. You will then be
sent an email that contains a link, once you receive the email click the link to complete the creation of your account. If you cannot find this email address in your inbox try
searching your spam/junk folder.
Note: The details you add to your account need to be as accurate as possible.
Question:
Can I watch a live auction without creating an account?
Answer:
All live auctions can be viewed without creating an account or registering for an auction... simply click on the 'Watch Live' button which can be found next to live auctions
in our Auctions, in the catalogue page when you click into an auction and on Auctioneers pages.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
Why do I need to add a payment card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account is necessary for security purposes to ensure you are a legitimate bidder. Also, if you decide to register for an auction using our 'Flat Fee'
option we will take the payment from the card you register.
Question:
Do you store my payment card details?
Answer:
No, we do not store your payment card details.
We are fully PCI DSS compliant. When you enter your payment card details our third party payment processor takes the details and gives us an encrypted token which
would be useless if it were ever to fall in to the wrong hands.
Question:
How do I add a card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account can be done in two places, as you register for an auction or in the My Account area. If you click 'add new card' this will take you to a page
where you will be able to enter your card details. Make sure you have entered all the details correctly, then press the Add Card button. If your card is registered with
Verified by Visa / MasterCard (3D Secure) then you may be asked to enter your online banking password. This is an extra layer of security to confirm you are the card
holder.
Note: When a card is added, or used on easyLIveAuction.com we check it by making a small transaction (i.e. 78p) and cancelling it straight away. Although you may see
this amount on your bank statement for a short time, it is not actually taken and will never leave your account.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
I've never done this before, is there any advice?
Answer:
You can watch any of the live auctions on our website without even having an account so take a look to familiarise yourself.
When you are ready to register for an auction and bid online we would recommend that you bid early because you don't want to run the risk of the auctioneer’s hammer
coming down and missing the lot that you wanted.
Also use the information on screen as you cue to bid rather than use the voice of the auctioneer. Depending on the auction houses own internet connection, sound can
have a slight delay but the information on screen should be instant.
Please read our use blog article 5 Top Tips for Buying at Auction Online for further advice.
Question:
What different auction types?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction has 3 different types of auctions
LIVE: The auction house will be broadcasting the auction live. This means you can leave Autobids and on the day of the sale you can bid live.
TIMED: The lots can be bid on at any point until the end of the auction. Once the auction starts to close, bidding will stop on lots in 30 second intervals. To avoid bid
sniping, last second bids will extend the closing time of the lot by another 5 minutes.
CATALOGUE: This auction will not be broadcast live. You'll still be able to leave absentee bids that will be sent through to the auctioneer to use on the day of the sale.
Question:
How do I register for an auction?
Answer:
Once you have created an account on the website you can register for auctions of your choice. Simply navigate to the auction you wish to bid at and click the 'Register to
Bid' button. Here you can choose your preferred registration method (Free / Flat Fee) and agree to the terms and conditions of Easy Live Auction and those of the auction
house. Once you register you will be sent an email confirming your registration along with the registration method.
Question:
I require more information about a lot before leaving a bid, what should I do?
Answer:
It is important to satisfy yourself with a lot before you bid. If you find that the images and description etc given by the auction house are not enough and you would like to
know more, you can contact the auction house directly by clicking the 'Lot Enquiry' button found in the lot page. The auction house will be sent your enquiry and can get
back you with the information that you require.
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Question:
How to I keep an eye on a lot that I'm interested in?
Answer:
Every lot has a 'Watch Lot' button. When you click this button, it will be added to your watch list. You can view your watch list at any time by going to My ELA
Question:
I need to contact an auctioneer
Answer:
All auctioneer contact information can be found using the Auctioneers link on the main menu or by clicking the 'Auction Info' button found in every auction catalogue page.
Most auction houses have their own personal page with us that shows you all their upcoming auctions along with information about them, shipping policies and terms and
conditions.
Question:
Why can't I hear/see the auctioneer when watching a live sale?
Answer:
Although our services enable auction houses to broadcast sound and video, not all use it.
It may also be the case that the auction house has some technical reason for not broadcasting sound (perhaps their microphone is broken). Please feel free to contact the
auction house to find out why sound is not being broadcast.
NOTE: The sound / video uses Adobe Flash Player to broadcast. You will need to enable or install this plugin for your browser.
Most mobile devices do not support Adobe Flash Player so you will be unable to listen / watch without using a third-party app like Puffin Web Browser.
If the audio / video buttons are disabled then the auctioneer is not broadcasting this media.
Question:
How do I bid on a live auction?
Answer:
On the day of the auction a Watch Live button will appear to allow you to launch the bidding console. Here you will be able to follow the auction and bid on the lots. Click
the blue button with the amount of the next bid on to submit your bid for the lot. If you are ahead the button will be green and will return to blue if you have been outbid.
Question:
What are Autobids?
Answer:
All live auctions allow you to leave Autobids on lots. Each lot page will have a box for you to input your maximum bid and save it. An Autobid allows our system to bid on
your behalf up to the maximum bid you have left. We keep our Autobids confidential so the auctioneer will not know how much you have left.
You can also leave a +1 with your Autobid. This allows our system to bid one more increment if you are outbid on your maximum amount.
Autobids can be left at any time up until the lot is offered by the auctioneer and you can even bid live having left Autobids as our system will not let you bid against
yourself.
Question:
Leaving an absentee bid for catalogue listing
Answer:
In the same way you can leave Autobids for live auctions, you can leave Absentee bids for non-live auctions. On the lot page, you can place the maximum amount you
wish to bid up to and submit it. We will then pass this bid to the auctioneer for them to action during the auction.
Question:
How do I see the lots I've won and bid on?
Answer:
Viewing your won lots and the items you have placed a bid on can be done in My ELA. Once you are in My ELA you can click the title 'My Bids' or 'My Won Lots' to view
more details.
Question:
What do I do if I am dissatisfied with an item I have bought?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction.com is a live bidding platform for auctioneers to sell lots to buyers over the internet. We do not sell the items ourselves, because of this we recommend
that you contact the auction house directly if you are unhappy with the item you have received.
Please remember that when bidding at auction as soon as the hammer comes down a contract is formed between you and the auctioneer. Under the laws governing
auctions you have no right to return the item unless the item has been incorrectly described. This is the main reason we advise you to satisfy yourself fully with the item
you are interested in before you bid.
Question:
How do I pay for my items?
Answer:
You will be required to pay the auction house directly. The way in which you pay for your won lots will be different from auction house to auction house as will be the
time frame for payment to be made. Each has their own methods of invoicing and collecting payment. If you have any questions relating to your invoice then you should
contact the auctioneer directly.
Question:
I have registered for an auction but it says I am 'Pending Authorisation'
Answer:
This means that you are waiting for the auctioneer to authorise you to bid at their auction. Once you have been authorised by an auctioneer you will receive an email
stating so. You will then be able to leave Autobids and bid live.
If you have any questions about your registration status then you will need to contact the auction house directly.
Question:
What additional costs of bidding at auction?
Answer:
Buyer's Premium - This is the cost the auction house charge for their services, it varies from auction house to auction house. Usually VAT is added on to the buyer’s
premium but is sometimes it is included, this will be made clear in the 'Auction Info' area, the lot page and the auction house terms and conditions.
VAT - In addition to the VAT on the buyer's premium, you may also be charged VAT on the hammer price as well. This tends to be for brand new goods or special items
that require it.
Internet Surcharge
Free Registration - If you chose this option you will also pay 3% of the hammer price for bidding online. This charge will be included in the invoice you receive from the
auction house and will also have VAT added to it if the auction house is VAT registered.
Flat Fee - If this option is selected you will pay a flat fee including VAT for the online bidding service, this is taken regardless of whether you bid and is taken directly from
your registered payment card.
ARR - Artists Resale Rights are applicable to some works of art valued over €1000. All this information is visible in the auction info on each auction catalogue, and on the
lot page. Every auction house and lot is different so we highly recommend that you view each lot you wish to bid on so you are aware of the additional cost that are
added, and if you are still unsure contact the auction house..
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MST Auction 4/5 Dec 2018 @ 10am. VAT @20% on lots marked “V”. Buyers premium 18% +VAT except vehicles @10%+VAT

Day 1 Rostrum 1 By auction office. Commencing at 10.00am
General Household, IT, Electrical, Antiques & Collectables
1. M - A large vintage wicker picnic basket
2. V - A quantity of various shop fittings including perspex
shelves & metal hangers. Contents of one shelf
3. M - One garden vacuum by Flymo 240v - trade
4. M - One box containing a quantity of transparent plastic
bags
5. V - A quantity of plastic kitchen bins with lids
6. V - 21 various stacking crates
7. V - A quantity of linbins by Barton and Fix System
8. V - 5 White laminate magazine holders by Kinnarps
9. V - A large quantity of fabric on thin rolls
10. M - Ten metal framed plastic folding chairs
11. M - A quantity of various gift related items and wrapping
paper. Contents of one shelf
12. M - A quantity of various gift related items and wrapping
paper. Contents of one shelf
13. M - A quantity of various gift related items and wrapping
paper. Contents of one shelf
14. M - A quantity of various gift related items and wrapping
paper. Contents of one shelf
15. M - A quantity of various gift related items and wrapping
paper. Contents of one shelf
16. M - 2 goblet shaped aztec design planters
17. M - 2 large 2 piece urn planters
18. M - 2 concrete garden two piece urns with leaf decoration
on sides - top rim is damaged on one urn
19. M - 2 large 2 piece urn planters
20. M - 2 x large decorated two handled urns
21. M - 1 square bird bath adorned with a rose
22. M - 1 hexagonal gothic bird bath
23. M - 2 concrete garden two piece urns with leaf decoration
on sides
24. M - A small bird bath with leaf decoration
25. M - A large shell bird bath on decorative base
26. M - One large concrete staddle stone
27. M - One large concrete staddle stone
28. M - Two small sack shaped planters
29. M - Two large sack shaped planters
30. M - 2 goblet shaped aztec design planters
31. M - 3 wall mounted plaques consisting of a Lionhead, a
Cherub and a cherubs face planter
32. M - 1 concrete timber effect seat with two squirrel supports
33. M - 1 curved concrete seat with squirrel plinths
34. M - Two large circular planters festooned with roses
35. M - Two small circular planters featuring oak leaves and
acorns
36. M - 8 tubs of flooring adhesive by Eurocol type 522
37. M - Four tubs of pressure sensitive acrylic adhesive by Ball
type Styccobond f46
38. M - A large quantity of vinyl flooring
39. M - A large quantity of vinyl flooring
40. V - Approximately 60 folding chairs on a mobile metal
stand for easy storage
41. M - 4 wooden metal framed folding tables
42. M - 1 green painted garden bench
43. M - 1 emergency evacuation chair type Evac+
44. V - One small pine farmhouse type table with drawer
beneath
45. V - One large pine farmhouse type table with 2 drawers
beneath
45a. V - One large pine farmhouse type table with 2 drawers
beneath
46. M - 1x 3 step vintage wooden step ladder
47. V - 2 large round wood effect tables
48. M - One vintage set of sack trucks
49. M - 4 wooden metal framed folding tables
50. M - 1 decorative white painted metal garden table with 2
matching chairs, 2 matching benches, a parasol etc.
51. V - 3 large plastic garden planters RRP £109.99 each and
one smaller garden planter
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52. V - 1 boxed plastic garden love seat by Handpicked RRP
£303.99
53. V - Three large 870L capacity wood effect garden storage
boxes. Please note outer packaging has been damaged,
so please bid accordingly RRP £189.99 each
54. V - 1 boxed flat pack wooden wheelie bin store RRP
£107.99
55. V - 1 boxed flat pack wooden wheelie bin store RRP
£107.99
56. V - 1 tall blue wooden tool/storage shed RRP £193.99
57. V - 1 solid wood garden table and 2 bench set by Zest type
Harriet RRP £509.99
58. V - 1 solid wood 6 seater garden set with table two
benches, two chairs by Zest type Philippa RRP £529, this
requires assembly
59. V - 1 garden table by Rowlinson type Malay, and a wooden
bench type Willington RRP £289.99
60. M - A quantity of various items including storage
containers, glasses, crockery, ornaments etc. Contents of
one large shelf
61. V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
62. V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
63. V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
64. V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
65. V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
66. V - 1 unused flat packed wooden sunlounger and a 4ft
rebounder trampoline with handrail. Please note
sunlounger will require a few nuts and bolts to assemble
67. M - 1 magnetic exercising rowing machine by Body
Sculpture
68. V - 1 Willington companion seat with 1 shelf & table, 4
folding children's wooden garden chairs and 1 sun lounger
with cushion, combined RRP £296.97
69. V - 3 hexagonal inlaid slate table tops - designs differ
70. V - 3 x large Osage plastic plant pots RRP £41.99 each
71. V - 3 large garden planters, 2 horizontal & 1 red vertical,
combined RRP is £286
72. M - A very ornate green mottled marble fireplace surround
with mantelpiece and blank marble insert.
73. V - 1 wooden log store 4ft x 2ft by Rowlinson RRP £86.99
74. V - 1 red parasol and base combined RRP £96.98
75. V - 1 cantilever patio umbrella in Coffee, and 2 marble
patio slabs. Please note umbrella requires 4 slabs for
safety, RRP £132.99
76. V - 1 cantilever patio umbrella in Wine, with stand. RRP
£132.99
77. M - 1 decorative metal garden set, comprising of 1 large
round table and 4 folding chairs
78. M - 1 electric quad bike by Kids Quad, unit comes with
charger, 48 volt battery, disc brakes, it has a 1000 watt
motor & top speed of 15 miles an hour - trade
79. V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Oakford, 7kw
80. M - A large quantity of interesting books contents of 3
shelves, boxes/crates are NOT included
81. V - A quantity of various items including desk lamps, a
mask for training purposes, a remote control car but no
controller and a large quantity of fishing jigs. Contents of
one shelf - trade
82. M - A large quantity of cushions and handbags, contents of
two shelves
83. M - A large quantity of various items including a slow
cooker, books, a set of scales etc. Contents of 2 bays/6
shelves - trade
84. M - A large quantity of household related items including
pictures a clock, crockery etc. Contents of 3 shelves
85. M - a quantity of various workwear and hi-vis clothing,
contents of 3 shelves
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86. M - A quantity of various items including a remote control
car, a stereo system, soft plush toys, glasses etc. Contents
of 3 shelves - trade
87. M - Four various household lights with light shades,
contents two shelves - trade
88. V - A quantity of various items including knives, crockery,
pots, pans lids, pictures etc. Contents of three shelves
89. M - A quantity of various items including crockery,
ornaments etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
90. M - A quantity of various pictures and prints, contents of
three shelves
91. V - 4 large prints, 3 on canvas, 1 framed
92. M - A 2 part wood effect dresser with built in lights (Trade)
93. M - 4 chests of drawers, a small coffee table and a two
piece, dark wood dresser
94. M - One sideboard, two coffee tables, a writing bureau and
a wooden box with lid
95. M - 1 hostess type trolley, one trouser press and one
vacuum cleaner by Electrolux (Trade)
96. M - A reproduction cabinet with two doors
97. M - 1 golf bag containing a quantity of metal and graphite
golf clubs
98. M - 2 side boards with various drawers, doors & shelves circa 1970s
99. M - 1 arched top sideboard with two drawers, two doors
and a small cupboard above
100. M - 1 dark wood coffee table, a small occasional table and
dark wood blanket box
101. M - 1 vintage wooden trunk converted into a vertical
cupboard, and a small metal detector - trade
102. M - A small child's roll-top desk with chair, a deckchair and
a game of Frustration
103. M - 1 portable vacuum cleaner 2400w, type Power 7 trade
104. M - 2 hall tables and one round occasional table, all of
which require a little TLC
105. M - One large oak dresser with two glass doors and shelf
above with 3 central drawers and two doors beneath, and a
similar two door cabinet
106. M - 1 long thin ottoman, a stool, and a set of golf clubs in a
carry bag
107. M - A pair of vintage skis by Head type 360 & a pair of ski
poles
108. M - Two large folding camping type chairs
109. M - A quantity of horse prints, a clock, car accessories etc.
Contents of 1 shelf
110. M - A quantity of various gift related items including
footballs, toys, an air pump etc. Contents of one shelf trade
111. M - A floral patterned 3 piece suite
112. M - 2 commercial mobile electric foot spas
113. M - 1 folding wooden dining table, a box of interesting
books and a suitcase
114. M - One large wooden coffee table with shelf beneath
115. M - One coffee table, one hall table and one blue patterned
rug
116. V - One new and unused child's wardrobe with two doors
above and two drawers beneath, in white
117. M - A quantity of various furniture including a sideboard
with two sliding glass doors, a wooden box with lid, a
bedside cabinet and an occasional table
118. M - 1 vintage sideboard with 3 doors and 1 drawer
119. M - Two matching wardrobes, one with two doors & one
drawer, and the other with 2 doors & 2 drawers & central
mirror
120. M - 1 wooden television stand with cupboard beneath, and
one glass television stand with three shelves
121. V - 1 full height free-standing female mannequin
122. V - One large 2 piece pine wardrobe with 3 doors and 5
drawers beneath
123. M - 6 brown upholstered high back dining chairs
124. M - One long thin coffee table and 1 wooden television
stand with two drawers beneath
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125. M - 1 light wood table with 4 matching chairs and a cane
wicker effect shelving unit
126. M - Two small coffee tables, one wooden and one with a
glass top
127. M - 1 oval drop leaf pine dining table and four matching
chairs
128. M - 1 battery powered mobility scooter by Strider type ST1.
Please note that this scooter is not supplied with a battery
charger. Internet search shows cost for a suitable charger
is £49
129. M - One brown leather effect electric reclining armchair trade
130. M - 1 upholstered electric reclining, rising & massage
armchair by Miracle Motion cost £2,795 when new in 2017
see invoice copy - trade
131. M - 1 green floral upholstered 3 piece suite by Peter Guild
132. M - A quantity of various hand luggage/suitcases, contents
of one shelf
133. M - A quantity of various motorcycle clothing including one
pair of boots, leather trousers, gloves etc. Contents of one
shelf
134. V - A quantity of various items including a single bed (no
mattress), two bedside cabinets, a clothes rail, a large
coffee table etc. Contents of one shelf
135. M - A quantity of matching bedroom furniture including two
lightwood effect chests of 8 drawers, 2 bedside cabinets, a
small desk and stool
136. V - 2 light painted ladder back dining chairs & 1 pine single
head board
137. M - 2 lightweight carry cases/flight cases
138. V - One football gaming table
139. V - 1 kayl wooden sideboard with four doors, RRP £779.99
140. V - 1 mirrored 4 door sideboard by Roland, RRP £429.99
141. V - 1 claribel glass topped railway sleeper dining table,
RRP £929.99
142. V - 1 Tuscany 3 door 3 drawer sideboard, RRP £639.99.
Please note rear leg has had a repair
143. V - 1 dark wood Chinese style wardrobe by Ethnic
Elements type Hangzhou, RRP £1899
144. V - 1 cream Williamsburg display cabinet with drawer
beneath, RRP £1099.99
145. V - 2 wooden 55cm tripod table lamps by Norden Home,
RRP £42.12 each
146. V - A quantity of various unused homewares including a 16
piece dinner set, 24 piece cutlery set, two bedside table
lamps, a kitchen utensil jug etc. RRP over £100. Contents
of one shelf
147. V - One table lamp, a coat rack, a toilet roll holding shelf
and a red vase. RRP over £100. Contents of one shelf
148. V - 2 crockery holding drying racks and a 62 piece crockery
set by Vanwell, RRP in total is over £130
149. V - 2 various unused table lamps
150. V - 1 decorative cylinder table lamp with drum shade by
Regenbogen type Megapolis
151. V - A quantity of various household items including
chasseur pot, a 16 piece crockery set, 2 vases, two cake
stands and a jewellery box. Contents of one shelf
152. V - A quantity of various houseware items including two
pictures, a blind, a clock, three table lamps etc. Contents of
one shelf. RRP over £100
153. V - A quantity of various houseware items including two
shelves, two table lamps and a fire tending set. RRP over
£100. Contents of one shelf
154. V - Two various floor lamps including a Macbeth floor lamp
by Searchlight. RRP over £100 in total
155. V - 1 arched cantilever floor lamp by Versanora type
Arquer. RRP £142.99
156. V - Two floor lamps and one table lamp including a
Piantana tulip lamp, mother and child twin lamp etc.
Contents of two shelves. RRP over £120
157. M - an electric sewing machine by New Home and boxes
of TENA pants. Contents of one shelf
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158. M - A large quantity of ceramic snowman christmas tree
decorations with various catering stainless steel items,
wine rack etc.
159. V - Two unused kitchen bins
160. V - Two unused kitchen bins
161. V - Two triple head Elliott floor lamps which RRP at £67.08
each, and one other floor lamp with no uplighter or shade
162. V - 2 wooden 55cm tripod table lamps by Norden Home,
RRP £42.12 each, only one lampshade included
163. V - A quantity of various housewares including a showcase
buffet display, a vintage wooden box, a small step bin and
a kettle - trade
164. V - A quantity of various houseware items including two
table lamps, a 3-tier towel rail, 2 Chrome Effect coat racks,
a Moses basket etc. Contents of two shelves. Total RRP is
over £200
165. V - A quantity of various houseware items including four
various table lamps and 2 sitting figurines. RRP over £100
166. V - Two arched table lamps by Endon type Finch RRP
£25.99 each, and 3 decorative Teardrop mirrors RRP
£138.99. Contents of one shelf
167. V - A quantity of pictures and prints. Contents of one shelf
168. V - A quantity of various houseware items including a
mirror clock, a wooden station type clock, a wooden
bathroom mat, a curtain rail etc. Contents of two shelves.
Total RRP over £200
169. V - A quantity of various houseware items including a 5
piece aluminium cookware set, a stainless steel induction
frying pan, a 4 piece pan set etc. Contents of one shelf.
RRP over £120
170. V - A quantity of various houseware items including a
pineapple effect floor lamp, a large shower waste, a
jewellery box, a metal decorative hen, mosaic candle
holders and 2 mini iron urn planters. Contents of one shelf.
RRP over £120
171. V - A quantity of various houseware items including three
unused kitchen bins, a set of 5 kitchen knives in a wooden
block, kettle, toaster and microwave oven. RRP over £200.
Please note microwave requires a new plate roller guide.
172. V - One box containing a flat packed wooden log store by
Charles Bentley RRP £136.99
173. V - a flat packed wooden log store by Rowlinsons Garden
Products RRP £130
174. V - 2 rectangular black plastic planters, RRP £92.02 each
175. V - 1 chrome & mirror effect leopard figurine and one
smaller bronze effect cat figurines. Total RRP £130
176. V - One unused round rattan glass topped garden dining
table, RRP £249
177. V - 1 garden corner sofa with cushions by Lynton Garden
type Schuyler, RRP £599.99
178. V - Two garden armchairs by Charles Bentley type Milano,
RRP over £150
179. V - 5 boxes containing a 10 seater garden dining set with
cushions by Outsunny, RRP £545.99
180. V - 1/8 seater rattan effect sofa set with cushions by Lynton
Garden type Berg, RRP £597.99
181. V - A 10 seater garden dining set with cushions by
Prestington type Marlow, RRP £1,211.99. Please note
brackets and bolts to fit the table together are missing
182. V - One table lamp by Mercer41 type Abalone. RRP
£147.99
183. V - A quantity of various household items including a clock,
a milk jug, a ship's decanter, plastic glasses, wine glasses,
a quantity of various mirrors including two round, one Oval,
and 1 dressing room table mirror. Contents of 2 shelves
184. V - 1 x 2 piece induction compatible non-stick frying pans
by Circulon type Infinite RRP £54.99
185. V - 1 free standing floor lamp with blue drum shade
186. V - 3 tripod floor lamps and 1 shelving unit lamp RRP over
£140
187. V - 1 black floor lamp and one double twist LED floor lamp
RRP over £150
188. V - 1 tripod floor lamp by mini sun type Nero RRP £89.99
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189. V - A nest of 2 small metal circular Parisienne tables RRP
£129, 1 Stendhal coffee table RRP £175 & 1 small metal
wall shelf
190. V - 5 metal framed wooden garden stacking chairs RRP
£87.96 each
191. V - 2 boxes containing 1 rattan table by Outsunny and 1
wooden garden chair. RRP over £100
192. V - 1 garden 4 seater rattan effect sofa set with cushions
by Allier - boxed RRP £341.99
193. V - 1 metal 2 seater bench 1 bench cushion and 1
children's teepee. RRP over £200
194. V - 2 boxes containing 1 garden corner dining set by Abreo
RRP over £300
195. V - A quantity of various homeware and garden items
including two tall kitchen stools, 1 wooden garden coffee
table, 2 garden loungers. RRP over £150
196. V - a 4 seater garden set comprising of two chairs, a 2
seater sofa, and small glass topped coffee table RRP over
£300
197. V - 2 boxes containing a 4 seater garden set comprising of
two chairs, a 2 seater sofa and small glass topped coffee
table RRP over £300 (same as displayed lot 196)
198. V - Two rattan garden chairs with cushions by Lynton
Garden type Termonde RRP £115.99
199. V - 4 cream hairdressing/salon pump up hydraulic chairs
200. V - 4 cream hairdressing/salon pump up hydraulic chairs
201. V - 4 cream hairdressing/saloon pump up hydraulic chairs
202. V - 2 wall mounted salon mirrors with shelves
203. V - 2 wall mounted salon mirrors with shelves
204. V - 3 wall mounted salon mirrors with shelves
205. V - 1 cream 3 seater salon bench
206. V - One salon hair washing sink with flexi hose and cream
upholstered chair - trade
207. V - One salon hair washing sink with flexi hose and cream
upholstered chair - trade
208. V - One salon hair washing sink with flexi hose and cream
upholstered chair - trade
209. V - One hairdressers/shop reception desk
210. M - 1 unused set of graphite golf clubs by Ben Sayers with
carry bag
211. V - 1 large mobile flight case/lead trunk with upper section
212. V - 1 mobile flight case with integrated amp rack - trade
213. V - 3 x quick lock studio racks
214. V - 1 silver mobile flight case
215. V - One mobile flight case with studio racks inside
216. V - One large mobile flight case with a 42-in plasma display
inside
217. V - Two various sized flight cases
218. V - 4 various sized flightcases
219. M - Various parts and pieces of two different drum kits
220. M - 1 freestanding full size electric piano by Yamaha type
Clavinova cvp-103 - trade
221. V - One commercial office shredder by Fellowes type 225ci
- trade
222. V - 1 ex shop display Xbox 360 display pod. Please note
console displays a network error message - trade
223. V - 1 ex shop display Wii U console display pod - trade
224. V - 1 ex shop display pod for Nintendo 3DS - trade
225. V - One commercial office shredder by HSM type 125.2 trade
226. V - One commercial office shredder by Rexel type p215 trade
227. V - One large digital signage display screen by digital
signage, this unit has an Android operating system, a 5.24
GB memory, running Android version 4.2.2, model number
is rk30sdk, please note buyer can contact digital signage
for an account or install their own .apk apps after a factory
reset - trade
228. V - One large digital signage display screen by digital
signage, this unit has an Android operating system, a 5.24
GB memory, running Android version 4.2.2, model number
is rk30sdk, please note buyer can contact digital signage
for an account or install their own .apk apps after a factory
reset - trade
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229. V - One large digital signage display board by digital
signage, this unit has an Android operating system, a 5.24
GB memory, running Android version 4.2.2, model number
is rk30sdk, please note buyer can contact digital signage
for an account or install their own .apk software for
displaying purposes, this unit has been reset to factory
settings & the app Quickpic has been added via usb - trade
- please note this unit restarts itself after a period of time
230. V - One large digital signage display screen by digital
signage, this unit has an Android operating system, a 5.24
GB memory, running Android version 4.2.2, model number
is rk30sdk, please note buyer can contact digital signage
for an account or install their own .apk apps after a factory
reset - trade
231. V - One large digital signage display screen by digital
signage, this unit has an Android operating system, a 5.24
GB memory, running Android version 4.2.2, model number
is rk30sdk, please note buyer can contact digital signage
for an account or install their own .apk apps after a factory
reset - trade
232. V - One large digital signage display screen by digital
signage, this unit has an Android operating system, a 5.24
GB memory, running Android version 4.2.2, model number
is rk30sdk, please note buyer can contact digital signage
for an account or install their own .apk apps after a factory
reset - trade
233. V - One large digital signage display screen by digital
signage, this unit has an Android operating system, a 5.24
GB memory, running Android version 4.2.2, model number
is rk30sdk, please note buyer can contact digital signage
for an account or install their own .apk apps after a factory
reset - trade
234. V - A large quantity of footwear and slippers, contents of 5
shelves
235. V - A large quantity of footwear, contents of 5 shelves
236. V - A quantity of footwear/boots, contents of 2 shelves
237. M - A quantity of various electronic items including hair
dryers, hair straighteners, hair curlers etc. Contents of one
shelf - trade
238. V - Three pairs of ladies dark brown boots
239. M - A quantity of various sized safety footwear by Dickies,
Fort etc. Contents of three shelves
240. M - One basket containing a quantity of children's footwear
241. M - One small commercial office cross cut shredder by
Ryman type Ms 1500 - trade
242. M - 1 vintage stereo system by Amstrad, no speakers
included - trade
243. M - 1 camcorder by Panasonic type NV dx100 comes with
two cases, contents of one shelf - trade
244. M - 1 CD radio alarm clock by Bose and a Minolta 35mm
camera x-300 with lenses flash etc. Contents of one shelf trade
245. M - A quantity of various electronic items including a
microwave, an iron, a Dyson vacuum etc. Contents of two
shelves - trade
246. M - A vintage stereo system by National Panasonic and a
large quantity of DVD films and CDs. contents of two
shelves - trade
247. V - A small stereo system by Acoustic Solutions, a quantity
of DVDs, and Xbox 360 games, and a vacuum cleaner.
Contents of two shelves - trade
248. M - 1 vintage stereo system by Binatone type
Philharmonic. Contents of two shelves - trade
249. M - A large quantity of electronic items including charging
leads, plug converters, DVDs etc. Contents of two shelves
- trade
250. M - A large quantity of networking items by Aperto, type
packet wave systems, other networking items Sky Plus HD
boxes, a laminator etc. Contents of four shelves - trade
251. M - 1 knitting machine by Brother type KH-836 with a
quantity of various accessories
252. M - A quantity of various electronic items including two
sewing machines, a radio cassette recorder etc. Contents
of one shelf - trade
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253. M - A large quantity of tablet cases, phone cases, laptop
cases etc. Contents of one shelf
254. V - A quantity of various electronic items including IP
phones etc.
255. M - 1 portable 3 channel mixing keyboard amplifier by
Roland type kc60 and an American audio VPS 20
microphone - trade
256. V - A quantity of computer towers all in need of attention
therefore sold as spares and repairs, these units have
memory, various hard disk drives etc - trade
257. M - A quantity of various items including three printers and
a duplex unit - trade
258. M - 1 DSLR digital camera by Sony type alpha A350 unit
comes with flash case tripod etc. Contents of two shelves trade
259. M - A quantity of various camera related items including a
Panasonic Lumix TZ30, a Nikon camera tripod etc.
Contents of two shelves - trade
260. M - 1 in car safety camera by Mobile Eye type 560,
requires mobile smartphone - trade
261. V - 5 computer towers by Antec, all preloaded with
Windows 10 - trade
262. V - 5 computer towers, all preloaded with Windows 10 trade
263. V - 5 computer towers, all preloaded with Windows 10 trade
264. V - 4 various computer towers, all preloaded with Windows
10 - trade
265. V - 4 x turbo convector heaters 2000w by Daewoo
Electricals - trade
266. V - 4 x turbo convector heaters 2000w by Daewoo
Electricals - trade
267. V - 4 x turbo convector heaters 2000w by Daewoo
Electricals - trade
268. V - 5 x turbo convector heaters by Daewoo Electricals
2000 watt - trade
269. V - 5 x turbo convector heaters by Daewoo Electricals
2000 watt - trade
270. M - A large quantity of generic laptop chargers and
batteries. Contents of 5 boxes/1 shelf - trade
271. V - A quantity of various electronic items including three
printers, a skin scanner, and a box of tablet cases bags
etc. Contents of one shelf - trade
272. V - Four computer towers, all preloaded with Windows 10 trade
273. V - Two cinema HD Apple monitors - trade
274. M - 1 desktop computer system with an AMD A6 7400 k
processor running Linux - trade
275. M - 1 laptop by HP with a 1.86 gigahertz processor running
Sparky Linux - trade
276. M - 1 laptop by Toshiba type satellite with a 1.5 gig
processor, running Sparky Linux - trade
277. M - 2 laptops, 1 Acer, 1 Asus, both running Sparky Linux.
Only one power supply is supplied - trade
278. V - One commercial office colour printer by Dell type
3110cn - trade
279. V - 1 network attached storage unit by NETGEAR type
ReadyNAS duo V2 unit comes with 2 hot-swap 3TB hard
disk drives, please note it is not known if the server is
password protected - trade
280. M - 1 cordless floor cleaner by Gtech type air ram. Please
note this unit does not have a charger - trade
281. M - 2 LCD televisions, one by JVC and one by Goodmans,
1 JVC remote supplied - trade
282. M - 2 LCD TVs, 1 Sony Bravia, 1 Kenmark and a box
containing a quantity of telephones - trade
283. M - One mobile disco lighting rig with two micro Four Mark
II professional disco lights - trade
284. M - 3 mobile disco lights, including a Vertigo, a wildlyte 3
etc. - trade
285. V - One commercial office colour printer by Dell type 5130
cd - trade
286. M - One box containing a quantity of camera tripods by DV
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287. V - 1 interactive dry wipe board / touch board by Smart
type SB 680 with a Smart Unifi 35 projector, 4 pens and
eraser (Trade)
288. M - One x 37 inch LCD TV by Panasonic type tx37LZ081
unit, comes with remote control and stand - trade
289. M - A slimline PlayStation 1 console with leads power
adaptor controller and 6 games including Tomb Raider 1,
2, 3 and Resident Evil etc. - trade
290. M - One x 42 inch LCD TV by Panasonic type th42PZ81b
unit comes with stand and remote control - trade
291. M - 1 x 32 inch LCD TV by Panasonic type TXL32s10b unit
comes with stand and remote control - trade
292. M - A PlayStation One console with leads controller 7
games including Crash Bandicoot 2 and 3, ps1 branded
bag ect. - trade
293. V - One digital sign display monitor by Samsung type
400mxn-2, this unit is running Windows XP, does not
include stand or remote control - trade
294. M - 1 x 32 inch LCD TV by Samsung type UE3204000, unit
comes with stand and remote control - trade
295. M - A PlayStation 3 console with 600gb HDD, SingStar
microphone controller and 11 games including the Last of
Us, Assassins Creed etc. - trade
296. M - 1 vintage Sanyo stereo system with realistic turntable
and Auna speakers - trade
297. M - 1 vintage Binatone stereo system with turntable
cassette decks and speakers - trade
298. M - A 28 inch LCD TV by Samsung model t28e 310 ex unit
comes with stand and remote control - trade
299. M - 1 PlayStation 3 console with leads, 2 controllers, 8
games box etc. - trade
300. M - 1 x 32 inch LCD TV by Panasonic TX 32 lxd 700, unit
comes with stand and remote control - trade
301. M - 1 x 32 inch LCD TV by Panasonic type TX L32 e3b,
unit comes with remote control and stand - trade
302. M - 1 32 inch LG flat screen TV model number 32 lx20r.
Please note this does not come with a stand, wall bracket
OR remote - trade
303. M - 1 x 24 inch HD Ready LED TV by logic & a DVD video
combi unit, units come with 1 remote control - trade
304. V - 2 tower server units by Fujitsu - 1 x Primergy tx100 S2,
with a xeon quad core 2.5 gigahertz processor 8GB RAM &
1 x Primergy tx100 S3 with a xeon quad core 3.1 gigahertz
CPU 12 GB RAM no hard drives installed but units have
Small Business Server 2011 flash - trade
305. V - 1 server units by HP type proliant ml110 generation 9
has Xeon E52620 2.10 gigahertz CPU and has 2 hot swap
4 terabyte hard disk drives please note no operating
system is installed and no flash is included - trade
306. M - Two electric heaters by Prem-i-air - trade
307. M - 1 vintage stereo system by Technics and a television
by Veltech - trade
308. M - A quantity of various camera related items including
SD card readers, memory card wallets etc. Contents of 3
boxes/half a shelf boxes are not included - trade
309. M - A quantity of various electronic related items including
a vintage radio, a clock radio and monitor, CD player, a Wii
console with 11 games, clocks, iPhone etc. Contents of
three shelves - trade
310. V - 1 multifunction printer by HP type Officejet pro 6970 trade
311. M - One desk light and one telescope, contents of two
shelves
312. M - A Yamaha natural sound stereo amplifier and receiver
with a number of DVDs, contents of one shelf - trade
313. M - A large number of earplugs, contents of one shelf
314. M - A large quantity of DVD box sets and DVD films,
contents of 4 shelves
315. M - A large quantity of DVD box sets and DVD films,
contents of 4 shelves
316. M - A large quantity of DVD box sets and DVD films,
contents of 4 shelves
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317. M - A quantity of various electronic items including a
vintage Ferguson stereo system, a pressure washer, an
iron etc. Contents of 4 shelves - trade
318. V - 12 x night eye 20w energy saving floodlights, boxed
319. V - 12 x night eye 20w energy saving floodlights, boxed
320. V - 12 x night eye 20w energy saving floodlights, boxed
321. V - 12 x night eye 20w energy saving floodlights, boxed
322. V - 47 night eye 20w energy saving floodlights, boxed
323. V - 1 unused, boxed, white leather bag by Made in Global
324. V - 1 unused, boxed, white leather bag by Made in Global
325. V - 1 unused, boxed, brown leather back pack by Made in
Global
326. V - 1 unused, boxed, brown leather back pack by Made in
Global
327. V - 1 unused, boxed, black leather bag by Made in Global
328. V - 1 unused, boxed, black leather bag by Made in Global
329. V - 1 unused, boxed, grey leather back pack by Made in
Global
330. V - 1 unused, boxed, grey leather back pack by Made in
Global
331. V - 1 unused, boxed, black leather back pack by Made in
Global
332. V - 1 unused, boxed, black leather back pack by Made in
Global
333. V - 1 unused, boxed, brown leather back pack by Made in
Global
334. V - 1 unused, boxed, brown leather back pack by Made in
Global
335. M - A quantity of various items including ratchet straps,
cigarette lighters and tubs. Contents of two shelves
336. V - A quantity of various items including large glass
flowers, clocks and a television. Contents of two shelves trade
337. M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
338. M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
339. M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
340. M - A quantity of various gift related items, Contents of four
shelves
341. M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
342. M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
343. M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
344. M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
345. M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
346. M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
347. M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
348. M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
349. M - A quantity of various Christmas gift related items.
Contents of three shelves
350. M - A quantity of various Christmas gift related items.
Contents of three shelves
351. M - A quantity of various Christmas gift related items.
Contents of three shelves
352. M - A quantity of various Christmas gift related items.
Contents of three shelves
353. M - A quantity of various Christmas gift related items.
Contents of three shelves
354. M - A quantity of various Christmas gift related items.
Contents of three shelves
355. M - A quantity of various Christmas gift related items.
Contents of three shelves
356. M - A quantity of various gift related items including
Christmas stockings, pet beds, bowls & pet related items.
Contents of two shelves
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357. M - A quantity of various clothing related items including
hats etc. Contents of three shelves
358. M - A quantity of various clothing and related items.
Contents of three shelves
359. V - 3 large relax air portable inflatable outdoor and indoor
cushions
360. M - A quantity of various clothing including socks, bags,
ties etc. Contents of two shelves
361. M - A quantity of various pictures and prints. Contents of
four shelves
362. M - A quantity of various items including Kodak photo
paper, stress relief body lotion and hand cream. Contents
of one shelf
363. M - A quantity of various pictures and prints. Contents of
four shelves
364. V - A quantity of boxed wall lamps by JCC - trade
365. V - A large quantity of approx 280 special edition packs of
Uno featuring Monster High
365A. V - A large quantity of approx 280 special edition packs of
Uno featuring Monster High
366. V - A large quantity of approx 280 special edition packs of
Uno featuring Monster High
367. V - 5 various outdoor lights - trade
368. V - 4 boxed, unused ceramic pendant lights, and a large
quantity of ceiling eyeball lights by JCC, contents of two
shelves - trade
369. V - A large quantity of under shelf cabinet lights and
suspended ceiling lights. Contents of two shelves - trade
370. V - Three floor lamps by Opus and 7 flush fitting lamps by
Jupiter - trade
371. V - 3 chrome finish spiral 5 lamp ceiling lights - trade
372. V - 3 x 5 lamp antique brass fitted pendant lights by
Searchlight - trade
373. V - 1 ivory ground red medallion design oval rug by
Yesemek rrp £148.99
374. V - Catalogue is now blank until Lot 499
500. V - The following section of prints come from a collection
dispersal. All were stored flat between acid free tissue
paper meaning they are in good condition and none show
any signs of ever being framed (see photos). Many are
from long sold out issues only now available on the
secondary market. We will provide a postage / packing
service for the prints and FDCs, please contact us for
details.
501. M - Robert Taylor “Knights Cross” Limited Edition artist &
veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
631/1250 signed by Oberst Erich Hartmann, Published
1989
502. M - Robert Taylor “Steinhoff Tribute” Limited Edition artist
& veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
233/1250 signed by General Johannes Steinhoff,
Published 1990
503. M - Robert Taylor “Bader’s Bus Company” Limited Edition
artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
581/1250 Published 1989
504. M - Robert Taylor “St. Croix-Sur-Mer ” Limited Edition artist
& veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
267/1250 Published 1990
505. M - Robert Taylor “Bringing the Peacemaker Home”
Limited Edition artist & veteran signed print with Certificate
of Authenticity 591/750 Published 1997
506. M - Robert Taylor “Out of Fuel and Safely Home” Limited
Edition artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of
Authenticity 266/1250 Published 1995
507. M - Nicolas Trudgian “Bomber Force” Limited Edition artist
& veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity 12/50
AP (Artists Proof)
508. M - Nicolas Trudgian “ Duxford Eagles” Limited Edition
artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
38/50 AP (Artists Proof)
509. M - Nicolas Trudgian “ Typhoons at Falaise” Limited
Edition artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of
Authenticity 32/60 AP (Artist Proof)
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510. M - Nicolas Trudgian “Alpine Thunder” Limited Edition artist
& veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
452/500
511. M - Nicolas Trudgian “Normandy Breakout” Limited Edition
artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
D-Day Anniversary Edition 36/150
512. M - Nicolas Trudgian “Back from Normandy ” Limited
Edition artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of
Authenticity 212/500
513. M - Nicolas Trudgian “Desert Victory” Limited Edition artist
& veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
114/600
514. M - Nicolas Trudgian “ Homeward Bound” Limited Edition
artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
54/300
515. M - Nicolas Trudgian “Hurricane Heroes” Limited Edition
artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
357/450
516. M - Nicolas Trudgian “Rat Poison” Limited Edition artist &
veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity 66/100
signed by 31 USA 9th Air Force veterans
517. M - Nicolas Trudgian “ Kursk, The Cauldron of Fire” Limited
Edition artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of
Authenticity 164/240 signed by 15 Knights Cross holders pilots and tank commanders
518. M - Nicolas Trudgian “Guns on the Eastern Front” Limited
Edition artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of
Authenticity 11/120 signed by 3 Knights Cross holders –
Gunter Rall, Walter Wolfrum and Karl Spreitzer
519. M - Gerald Coulson “Rhapsody in Blue” Limited Edition
artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
10/10 AP (Artists Proof) signed by Vickers Chief Test pilot
Alex Henshaw and 3 Battle of Britain Spitfire pilots
520. M - Gerald Coulson “Top Cover” Limited Edition artist &
veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity 74/250
Aces Edition with 5 veterans signatures
521. M - Richard Taylor “ Masters of the Sky” Limited Edition
artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity,
The Blue Nose Edition 62/150 with matching number
companion print “Preparing for Action” making a total of 11
veterans signatures
522. M - Richard Taylor “Typhoons Outward Bound” Limited
Edition artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of
Authenticity 21/25 AP (Artist Proof)
523. M - Richard Taylor “Wounded Warrior” Limited Edition
artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
99/150 The Fighter Aces Edition with a total of 7 veteran
signatures
524. M - Philip E West “A Winters Dawn” Limited Edition artist &
veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity 23/50
AP (Artist Proof) & artist historical notes
525. M - Philip E West “Defending the Realm” Limited Edition
artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity
14/100 with the signature of Squadron Leader Geoffrey
Wellum DFC & artist historical notes
526. M - Philip E West “Flight Against the Bismarck” Limited
Edition artist & veteran signed print with Certificate of
Authenticity 17/25 AP (Artist Proof) & artist historical notes
527. M - Robert Bailey “Crossfire” Limited Edition artist &
veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity 16/30
Luftwaffe Edition with 3 veteran signatures
528. M - Robert Bailey “Typhoon Target” Limited Edition artist &
veteran signed print with Certificate of Authenticity 36/120
Group Edition with 13 veteran signatures
529. M - Gil Cohen “ Rosies Crew / Thorpe Abbotts 1943”
Limited Edition artist & veteran signed print with Certificate
of Authenticity 828/900 signed by Colonel Robert “Rosie”
Rosenthal – 52 combat missions & Captain of probably the
most decorated Allied plane crew of WW2
530. M - Roy Grinnell “First Kill” Limited Edition artist & veteran
signed print with Certificate of Authenticity 750/1000 signed
by Squadron Leader Wladek Gnys who downed the first
and second Luftwaffe planes of WW2 in Poland on 1st
September 1939
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531. M - A rare RAF Uxbridge Spitfire flown First Day Cover
£200-£400
issued for the 31st Anniversary of The Battle of Britain 18th
September 1971 signed by Sir Keith Park AOC 11(F)
Group RAF Uxbridge during the Battle of Britain
532. M - 12 x Battle of Britain 1940 veteran pilot signed First
£60-£120
Day Covers – All 50th Anniversary Battle of Britain 8th July
1990 issue, 11 covers individually signed, 1 cover double
signed, veteran pilots include Wing Commanders Bayles,
Warren and Deanesly, Sqn Ldrs McGregor, McGagan and
Kemp etc
533. M - 12 x Battle of Britain 1940 veteran pilot signed First
£60-£120
Day Covers – comprising 7 x Battle of Britain 1981 issue
and 5 x Classic Fighters Spitfires and Hurricanes 1991
issue, individually signed, veteran pilots include Group
Captains O’Neil & Graham, Wing Commander Hayes, Sqn
Ldrs Davies, Franklin, Wakefield and Newton etc
534. M - 9 x World War 2 Polish Air Force / RAF veteran signed £70-£140
First Day Covers – All Blitzkrieg 1989 issue, all individually
signed including some scare signatures, comprising
Tadeusz Ruman, Stadtmuller, Drobinski, Skalski, Peisker,
Sawicki, Malinski, Sawicz and Bolcewicz
535. M - An RAF Hartland Point International Air Day flown First £70-£140
Day Cover 7th August 1971 issue, signed by Barnes Wallis
inventor of the Dam Busters bouncing bomb etc.
£60-£120
536. M - 6 x Dam Busters raid 617 Squadron veteran signed
First Day Covers – comprising 5 x The Dam Busters in
memory of Air Marshall Sir Harold Martin 1989 issue
featuring scenes from the 1953 film, individually signed and
1 x Avro Lancaster Disbandment of 617 Squadron 1981
issue flown FDC signed by Mick Martin the other
signatures being Duke Munro, Bill Howarth, Basil Feneron,
Tony Burcher and Lance Howard
537. M - 6 x Dam Busters raid 617 Squadron veteran signed
£50-£90
Concorde flown First Day Covers – All Christmas 1990
Avro Lancaster issue, individually signed by Dave
Shannon, Mac Hamilton, Bob Knights, Len Sumpter, Tom
Bennett and Allan Hill
£40-£80
538. M - 9 x UK Prime Minister and veteran signed flown First
Day Covers – All 40th Anniversary of the VC10 2002 issue,
5 covers individually signed by Margaret Thatcher, Tony
Blair, John Major, Edward Heath and James Callaghan,
the other 4 covers signed by various VC10 related
veterans including test pilot Eddie McNamara
£25-£50
539. M - 7 x UK Politician / MP signed First Day Covers –
comprising of 4 x 80th Anniversary of the Royal Air Force
1998, 2 x Queen Mothers Century 2000 & 1 x Withdrawal
from Hong Kong 1997 individually signed by Paddy
Ashdown, Charles Kennedy, William Hague, Lord Owen,
Lord Tebbit , Michael Portillo and Malcolm Rifkind.
540. M - 10 x celebrity signed flown First Day Covers – All Orbis
£25-£50
at Biggin Hill International Air Fair 1963 – 1993 issue,
individually signed by Bob Monkhouse, Des O’Connor,
Patrick Moore, Frank Muir, Leo McKern, Michael Bentine,
Dennis Norden (x2) and Simon Cadell (x 2)
541. M - 7 x various Formula 1 and British Grand Prix related
£25-£50
signed First Day Covers, all individually signed, comprising
of Stirling Moss on Goodwood Festival of Speed cover, Sir
Jack Brabham, Nigel Mansell on Ferrari cover, Martin
Brundle, Riccardo Patrese, Dr Jonathan Palmer and John
Watson
542. M - 11 x various celebrity signed First Day Covers by
£25-£50
Benham and others comprising of Fats Domino, Mark
Rylance, Paul Daniels, Clive Sinclair, Richard Briers, Joss
Ackland, Magnus Magnusson, Liz McColgan, Sebastian
Coe, Charley Pride and Ronald Ferguson on a Royal
Wedding 1986 cover
543. M - A vintage Vidor (Crewkerne) transistorised battery
£20-£40
charger, together with an Oertling top pan weighing
balance, model tp30. 1970's. Trade
544. M - A box of 100 unused military spec Mullard valves type
£40-£90
m8099, cv470, 6aq 4, EC 91. Batch sample code gr1r432
(Fleetwood March 1974)
545. M - A Racal naval military receiver model type RA117,
£50-£100
together with a Racal LF converter Type RA37
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546. M - A large quantity of miscellaneous household sundries
and ornaments including; decorative tall vases, a Roberts
Radio, a goblin teasmade, two domed top clocks, various
hats and caps and a quantity of decorative glassware china
ware and ornaments etc (5 shelves)
547. M - A vintage oxygen mask with cylinder and regulator in a
carrying case
548. M - A decorative oriental paper parasol and the quantity of
miscellaneous decorative chinaware glass and ornaments
etc (four shelves)
549. M - Two sets of boxed Meccano. - Set No.6 and Army
Multikit. Together with assembly booklets for set 1, set 2-34, set 5-6
550. M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
551. M - A vintage wooden tennis racket, 2 wooden boxes, a
quantity of cigarette cards and a quantity of miscellaneous
decorative chinaware ornaments and books etc (5 shelves)
552. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware
ornaments and a mirror etc. (one shelf)
553. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative China
glassware and animal ornaments etc (2 shelves)
554. M - A large brass coal bucket, a large copper kettle and a
quantity of miscellaneous decorative metal & wooden
ornaments etc (3 shelves)
555. M - Two vintage telephones, a vintage hair dryer and a
quantity of miscellaneous vintage and other ornaments etc
(one shelf)
556. M - A quantity of misc. stoneware jars, lamps, a part dinner
service and a quantity of decorative China and glassware
(6 shelves)
557. M - A blue and white oriental stick stand, and oriental
elephants seat and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative
ornaments, China and glassware etc (2 shelves)
558. M - A quantity of miscellaneous curtains, table covers and
fabrics etc (1 shelf)
559. M - A large painted cherub table lamp, and oriental
decorative table lamp and a floral oil painting
560. M - A brown patterned Hornsea Pottery coffee set and 3
matching jars
561. M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative China and
glassware, records and household sundries etc (6 shelves)
562. M - A part Midwinter floral pattern vintage breakfast service
and part vintage Denby dinner service (two shelves)
563. M - A ladies lilac wedding hat with box
564. M - A large quantity of decorative commemorative wall
plates, a quantity of royal commemorative China ware and
a quantity of decorative ornaments and large stoneware
jars etc (7 shelves)
565. M - A quantity of misc vintage models and diecast vehicles
etc (3 shelves)
566. M - A vintage Beatles new sound plastic souvenir guitar
and a quantity of miscellaneous vintage toys, games and
jigsaws etc (4 shelves)
567. M - Various decorative table lamps, modern barometer and
various jardinieres etc
568. M - Various stoneware jars, various large kitchen pots and
decorative bowls etc (6 shelves)
569. M - Various stoneware jars, table lamps, decorative vases,
vintage hubcaps, various interesting children's books,
World War II hats and records etc (6 shelves)
570. M - A quantity of miscellaneous vintage games and jigsaws
etc (5 shelves)
571. M - A quantity of miscellaneous LP records
572. M - Staples ladderax radiogram unit with 2 Wharfedale
extension loudspeakers
573. M - A large quantity of miscellaneous LP records
574. M - 3 top hats, 5 bowler hats, a policeman's hat, a
fireman's hat and two Salvation Army bonnets
575. M - 3 military helmets, a vintage motorcycle helmet & 4 pith
helmets
576. M - Various vintage metal and wooden tool boxes and
carriers
577. M - A quantity of miscellaneous LP and single records
578. M - A quantity of bowling Woods
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579. M - 1 painted car windscreen depicting a railway scene
580. M - 1 Fur jacket and a vintage Leopard print (1960s) coat
by Blizzand Paris.
581. V - Blank lot
582. M - Various vintage cameras, lenses and binoculars etc.
583. M - 5 small framed prints of garden wildlife
584. M - 5 ornamental kukri knives with sheaths
585. M - A framed painting of a rowing boat and a framed floral
picture plus several other prints and a qty of cutlery.
586. M - 4 miniature framed pictures
587. M - A set of four framed prints of cutlery and a set of four
framed caricature prints of cats
588. M - A framed modern print "sunset" and a framed picture of
a church
589. M - 2 framed floral pictures
590. M - A gilt framed picture of a hunt with hounds
591. M - A large gilt framed picture of a country lane
592. M - A large gilt framed picture of an 18th century interior
scene
593. M - A framed sampler dated 1838
594. M - Three decorative framed pictures
595. M - A large gilt framed print of Venice
596. M - A large framed Japanese silk picture
597. M - 3 framed prints of Dartmoor
598. M - A gilt framed print of a castle and an unframed print of
a seashore scene
599. M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
600. M - A large gilt framed oil painting Chinese junks
601. M - A framed oil painting of a woodland Cottage
602. M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
603. M - A large framed print of a steam train "The Lickey
incline"
604. M - A large framed print of a steam train "Cathedrals
Express"
605. M - A small quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
606. M - A collection of miscellaneous decorative walking sticks
etc.
607. M - A small collection of miscellaneous stamp albums,
stamps and covers etc.
608. M - A quantity of misc and decorative china, glassware and
ornaments
609. M - A part Wedgewood tea set and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative china and glassware
610. M - A Victorian cylinder musical box in an inlaid mahogany
case
611. M - A large a figure of a scottie dog, various glass
decanters and vases and a quantity of miscellaneous
decorative china glassware and ornaments etc.
612. M - A pair of Soapstone temple lions, a Soapstone figure of
a Chinese man and a large quantity of miscellaneous
decorative wood ware and wooden carvings etc
613. M - A part plain white royal Albert tea set and a part floral
patterned bone china tea set
614. M - A Claret Jug with a silver-plated top, various cut glass
drinking glasses, a copper a bucket and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative glassware chinaware ornaments
and trinkets etc
615. M - A framed commemorative plate of Gleneagles
616. M - A collection of boxed "days gone" diecast model vans
617. M - A large brass preserving pan, a flat iron and a quantity
of miscellaneous decorative brassware, silver-plated ware,
pewter and ornaments etc
618. M - A decorative ladies fan, several commemorative wall
plates and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative China
and glassware etc
619. M - 2 miniature anvils, a slide rule, a meerschaum pipe and
a quantity of miscellaneous watches, small books, coins
and trinkets etc
620. M - A collection of mainly Capo-di-monte figures and other
decorative figures
621. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
ornaments etc

£10-£20
£40-£60
£10-£20
£5-£10
£20-£40
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
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622. M - A large brass jardiniere, a 4 piece silver-plated tea set
and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative metal ware and
ornaments
623. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware,
glassware and ornaments etc
624. M - A part Wedgwood peach decorated breakfast service
625. M - A collection of stamp albums, stamps and interesting
pamphlets
626. M - A rectangular embossed decorative silver photo frame
627. M - A large rectangular silver photo frame
628. M - An engraved silver circular pot, a pair of dwarf silver
candlesticks and a quantity of miscellaneous small silver
items
629. M - A 6 piece engraved a silver backed dressing table set
and a small similar silver backed brush
630. M - A small quantity of miscellaneous silver trinkets and
costume jewellery and a small bag of coins
631. M - Various sets of a British commemorative coinage
632. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative a drinking
glasses and glassware
633. M - A white and orange floral decorated part Chinese
dinner service
634. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware
635. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative vases, jugs and
ornaments etc
636. M - A tall brass jug, an aneroid barometer and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative wooden and metal ornaments
637. M - A Royal Doulton Hamilton tea and coffee service
638. M - A tall engraved brass vase, a pair of similar smaller
brass vases, a copper warming pan, a copper and brass
Jardiniere and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative
brassware, copper ware and silver-plated ware etc
639. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative Chinese and
oriental chinaware and other decorative chinaware
640. M - A cuckoo clock, a small musical box, a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative wood Ware and a quantity of
decorative silver-plated Ware and souvenir teaspoons etc
641. M - A floral patterned paragon tea service
642. M - A vintage kitchen scales, and oil lamp, 4 small bells
and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative copperware,
brassware and trinkets etc
643. M - A large willow pattern meat plate and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative blue and white China Ware
644. M - A vintage sparklets soda syphon, 2 Imari wall plates
and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative metal ware,
chinaware and ornaments etc
645. M - Two glass decanters, a floral decorated lemonade set
and a quantity of decorative drinking glasses
646. M - A quantity of blue and white China ware, a
meerschaum pipe and other ornaments
647. M - A Salisbury bone china pheasant decorated coffee set
648. M - A quantity of cigarette cards, tea cards, postcards and
miscellaneous interesting small books and diecast models
etc
649. M - A decorative 3 branch a floral ceiling pendant and 2
coloured glass hanging lights
650. M - A small collection of Coalport and other Miniature
Ladies
651. M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative silverplated cutlery
652. M - 2 ceramic figures of Chinese fishermen and 4
decorative ladies
653. M - A Nao figure of a seated ballet dancer
654. M - A quantity of various commemorative wall plates, and a
quantity of miscellaneous decorative ornaments etc
655. M - A Framed display of knots, a quantity of miscellaneous
decorative brass and other metal ornaments and silverplated ware and cutlery etc
656. M - A mahogany cased domed top mantel clock
657. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative oriental
ornaments, pictures and carvings etc
658. M - A floral patterned a Shelly 6 piece fruit set
659. M - A Lladro figure of a goose girl, a Lladro figure of a
seated boy and a Nao figure of a small boy
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£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£40
£20-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
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£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
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£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
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660. M - A Royal Doulton a figure of a sailor "shore leave" and a £10-£20
Royal Doulton figure of a lady "fair lady"
661. M - 2 mahjong sets in cases and a box of old dominos
£20-£30
662. M - A small collection of Murano and other decorative
£10-£20
glassware
663. M - Two Wade tortoises and a small collection of Wade
£10-£20
Whimsies and other miniature ornaments
664. M - A vintage rectangular mantel clock and a small
£5-£10
collection of ornaments
£10-£20
665. M - A large seated greyhound and a small collection of
other animal ornaments
666. M - An unframed sampler dated 1894
£10-£20
667. M - A pink floral patterned royal Albert Tea Set and a
£10-£20
miniature pink floral pattern tea set
668. M - A large a ceramic group of a seated lady with two
£10-£20
children and a large ceramic group of two lady musicians
and a Gentleman
669. M - A Royal Doulton figurine "Melanie", 3 Wedgwood
£10-£20
dishes and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative bird
figures and other ornaments etc
£10-£20
670. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative coloured
glassware
671. M - 5 ceramic figures of Chinaman and the various other
£10-£20
the decorative figures
672. M - A floral patterned Noritake tea set and a part Satsuma
£10-£20
tea set
673. M - A miniature Royal Doulton a figurine "dainty May" a
£10-£30
similar a figurine "Marie", a Royal Doulton figurine "the
balloon man" and a similar figure "the Old balloon seller"
£10-£20
674. M - One white dolly and one black dolly
675. M - A quantity of misc decorative animal figures and
£10-£20
ornaments
676. M - A quantity of Masonic regalia, various badges and a
£10-£20
small collection of stamps and covers
677. M - A small collection of decorative glass paperweights
£10-£20
678. M - A small collection of decorative pocket watches and
£10-£20
miniature clocks etc
679. M - An unframed limited edition print "the ship aground" by
£5-£10
Sheila Stafford 1989
680. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative yellow metal
£10-£20
costume jewellery
681. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative costume
£10-£20
jewellery
682. M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery (basket
£5-£10
not included)
683. M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery (basket
£10-£20
not included)
684. M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery (basket
£10-£20
not included)
685. M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery & pens
£10-£20
etc. (basket not included)
686. M - 2 small boxes of miscellaneous costume jewellery
£10-£20
687. M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery (basket
£10-£20
not included)
688. M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery (basket
£10-£20
not included)
689. M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery (basket
£10-£20
not included)
690. M - A blue ground decorative Satsuma vase
£5-£10
691. M - 3 wrist watches, a gent's pocket watch, a Marcasite
£10-£20
pendant and other jewellery
692. M - A ladies engraved silver pocket watch
£20-£40
693. M - Chateau D'Quem 1955 Sauternes, One bottle.
£350-£500
694. M - Chateau D'Quem 1955 Sauternes, One bottle.
£350-£500
695. M - Bisquit Dubouche & Co " Extra Vielle" Grand Fine
£70-£100
Champagne Cognac, one Bottle in original Box with cork.
696. M - Bisquit Dubouche & Co " Extra Vielle" Grand Fine
£70-£100
Champagne Cognac, one Bottle in original Box with cork.
697. M - Bisquit Dubouche & Co " Extra Vielle" Grand Fine
£70-£100
Champagne Cognac, one Bottle in original Box. NO cork.
698. M - A stained deal kitchen cabinet with two glazed doors
£20-£40
enclosing shelves, 2 drawers and 2 doors under
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699. M - 5 small wall mirrors in gilt decorated frames, two gilt
decorated wall brackets and a modern gold coloured lamp
standard
699a. M - A black and white print of a Bishop in a decorative gilt
frame
700. M - A rectangular bevelled wall mirror in a gilt frame and a
rectangular wall mirror in a wooden frame
701. M - A large framed mosaic picture
702. M - A large rectangular bevelled wall mirror in a gilt frame
703. M - An oval bevelled wall mirror in a white painted frame
704. M - 3 rectangular bevelled wall mirrors in gilt frames and a
map decorated framed mirror
705. M - Small reproduction wooden cased wall clock and a wall
mounted cabinet
706. M - A pair of decorative cast iron garden bench ends
707. M - A pair of decorative cast iron garden bench ends
708. M - A rectangular wall mirror in a gilt frame
709. M - A rectangular wall mirror in a gilt frame
710. M - A rectangular bevelled wall mirror in a wooden frame
711. M - A modern decorative king size brass bed
712. M - A reproduction marquetry inlaid mahogany cased
grandmother clock with a decorative brass face
713. M - Two large engraved circular brass trays
714. M - A reproduction mahogany cased grandfather clock with
a decorative brass face
715. M - A large oval wall mirror in a decorative gilt frame
716. M - A circular wall mirror in a decorative gilt frame
717. M - A Victorian brass rail fire fender
718. M - A dark oak cased Edwardian wall clock with a brass
decorative safes and Pendulum
719. M - A gilt decorative overmantle mirror
720. M - A vintage yellow painted fall front kitchen cabinet
721. V - A vintage Brother electric industrial sewing machine
722. V - A vintage Singer electric industrial sewing machine
723. M - A pair of retro tractor seat kitchen stools
724. M - A 1985 vintage Baker-Compton electrostatic theatre
organ with triple keyboard, multi key stops, pedals,
glockenspiel, separate speaker, seat, ancillary equipment
incl some spares.. Powers up but we lack expertise to
operate.
725. M - A wooden rail back rocking chair
726. M - A multi-coloured painted bedroom chest of 4 drawers
727. M - A pair of fawn upholstered wingback armchairs and a
matching footstool
728. M - 3 miscellaneous bedroom chairs
729. M - A rectangular Oak kitchen table, a set of four inlaid
mahogany dining chairs, a white painted rail back kitchen
chair and a small twisted torchere
730. M - A nest of 4 oriental carved hardwood coffee tables and
a similar single coffee table
731. M - An Oriental carved camphor wood chest with a lift lid
732. M - A 3-tier tea trolley, a vintage wooden badminton racket
with press and a vintage wooden tennis racket with press
733. M - Two wickerwork ottomans each with a lift lid
734. M - A set of four heavy-duty graduated ex RAF storage
boxes each with a lift lid and side handles
735. V - A 19th Century mahogany chest on chest of 2 short
and 6 Long drawers with ornate brass drop handles
736. M - A small 2 door mahogany bedroom cabinet
737. M - An ornamental metal bicycle plant holder and a 3-tier
folding cake stand
738. M - A set of 7 (5 plus 2) Edwardian oak dining chairs with
tapestry upholstered seats and backs
739. M - An oval coffee table, two bedroom chairs, a vintage
suitcase, a Lloyd Loom linen basket, a lamp standard and
stick stand with sticks
740. M - An off white upholstered nursing chair and a patterned
rug
741. M - A pink upholstered button back armchair
742. M - A retro Ercol Bergere three piece suite with brown
patterned upholstery
743. M - Two decorative copper warming pans with turned
handles
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744. M - White and gilt decorated oval Cheval mirror and the
bamboo corner whatnot
745. M - A carved oak floor standing corner cabinet with a
leaded glazed door and a panelled door below
746. M - A vintage cast iron platform scales with weights
747. M - A reproduction light wood smokers bow chair with
turned legs
748. M - An oval Oak occasional table with twisted legs, a
circular walnut coffee table and two carved Moorish coffee
tables
749. M - A reproduction mahogany rectangular pedestal desk
with drawers
750. M - A log basket
751. M - Two circular topped occasional tables
752. M - Two ercol dark wood rail back chairs, a dark wood
ercol rectangular coffee table and a nest of three dark
wood ercol coffee tables
753. M - A set of 5 quality reproduction elm rail back kitchen
chairs including one carver all with crinoline stretches
754. M - Small mahogany two tier table and a nest of 2 coffee
tables
755. M - A tall washing barrel with wooden washing dolly and
two tier mahogany tea trolley
756. M - 2 tier bamboo occasional table and a 2 tier trolley with
a fold over top
757. M - An oak drop leaf tea table and a folding 2 tier tray
stand
758. M - An ebonised two tier circular top drop leaf table
759. M - A mahogany rectangular topped fold over tea table with
two drawers
760. M - A mahogany bow front bedroom side table with a lift lid
761. M - A decorative gilt and onyx lamp standard
762. M - 3 small wooden tables and a brass lamp standard
763. M - A white painted French style bedroom chair with
tapestry upholstery and a small Oak sewing box
764. M - A pair of reproduction mahogany button back ladies
chairs
765. M - A pine chest of 4 drawers with turned knobs
766. M - A large pine dressing chest with a triple mirror, 1 long
drawer and two cupboards below
767. M - Grey painted pine chest of 3 drawers
768. M - A mahogany a frame and a rocking chair with tapestry
upholstery
769. M - 2 Black stained Hall chairs with carved backs and 2
cane seat bedroom chairs
770. M - A reproduction Oak open fronted corner cabinet with a
panelled door under
771. M - A small two seater settee with yellow buttoned
upholstery
772. M - A mahogany mirror back sideboard with two drawers
and two doors
773. M - A Burr walnut bureau with a forefront enclosing a fitted
interior and four drawers under
774. M - A stained elm rail back kitchen elbow chair on turned
legs
775. M - An Edwardian child's mahogany folding high chair
776. M - Two old painted milk churns
777. M - An oak tub chair with twisted legs and an upholstered
seat and back
778. M - An Edwardian Oak rectangular topped wind out dining
table with an extra leaf, on turned legs
779. M - An Edwardian mahogany drop leaf Sutherland table
780. M - A large Victorian mahogany circular top table on an
octagonal tapered pedestal with flat base and ball feet
781. M - A small Edwardian mahogany drop leaf Sutherland
table, 3 rail back kitchen chairs and 2 white bedroom chairs
782. M - A mahogany "D" ended extending dining table on
cabriole legs
783. M - Two Lloyd Loom conservatory chairs
784. M - A stained cabinet with fall front and drawers
785. M - An inlaid mahogany circular top sewing box with a lid
786. M - A carved oak cabinet with a lift lid and two front doors
787. M - A dark wood open fronted bookcase with two glass
doors below and a small sewing box

£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£50
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£50-£80
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£60
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£20-£30
£20-£40
£20-£30
£20-£40
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
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788. M - A small mahogany bureau with a fall front and 3
drawers under
789. M - A small mahogany floor cabinet and a decorative mirror
790. M - 2 dark wood Windsor wheel back elbow chairs
791. M - A Victorian mahogany rectangular topped writing table
with 2 drawers on turned legs
792. M - A small reproduction walnut bedroom chest of 4
drawers
793. M - An Edwardian marquetry inlaid walnut four tier corner
whatnot
794. M - An oak floor standing cabinet with four panelled doors
795. M - A pair of unframed woodland prints by Sherrin
796. M - A small mahogany bedroom chest of 3 drawers with
oval brass drop handles
797. M - A two tier Oak jardiniere stand, a small stool and a
small apple press
798. M - A mahogany circular top drop leaf dining table on
cabriole legs
799. M - A Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long
drawers with cock beading and turned knobs
800. M - A Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long
drawers with oval brass drop handles
801. M - A Victorian mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3
long drawers with cock beading and turned knobs
802. M - A Victorian mahogany a chest of 2 short and 3 long
graduated drawers with cock beading and turned knobs
803. M - A Burr walnut chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with
cock beading and brass drop handles
804. M - An 18th century Oak mule chest with a lift lid and two
drawers under
805. M - A small Oak stationery box with a lift lid and fall front
enclosing a fitted interior
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£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
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£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
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£10-£20

DAY 1 Rostrum 2 Commencing at 10.00am
Office furniture, Catering equip, carpets & rugs,
Home furnishings
1001. M - 1 plastic bin containing 9 various fire extinguishers
1002. M - 1 pallet of used grey-ish carpet tiles
1003. V - 1 pallet containing 10 various pedestals
1004. V - 1 pallet containing 7 wood effect pedestals
1005. V - 2 pallets containing a total of approx 400 brown/gold
carpet tiles. Each tile rubber backed and measuring 500 x
500mm
1006. V - 2 pallets containing a total of approx 400 brown/gold
carpet tiles. Each tile rubber backed and measuring 500 x
500mm
1007. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various carpet tiles
1008. V - 2 quick build pop up type exhibition display stands
1009. M - 3 light grey square office tables
1010. V - 2 mobile wood effect tipping top tables and 1 light on
wheeled stand by Derunges (Trade)
1011. M - 1 wood effect rectangular office table, 2 stacking chairs
and 1 stool
1012. V - 3 boxes each containing 10 dark grey carpet tiles
1013. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed
pedestal
1014. V - 11 various colour stacking chairs
1015. V - 6 green plastic / metal stacking chairs by Mobilex
1016. V - A quantity of various chairs including cantilever and
stacking
1017. M - 3 light green upholstered reception seats
1018. V - 1 executive wood effect meeting room storage cabinet
1019. M - 1 wood effect / grey shutter front cabinet
1020. V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1021. V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1022. V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1023. V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1024. V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1025. V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1026. V - 2 small metal 5 drawer index type cabinets by Bisley
1027. V - 1 metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley missing one handle
1028. V - 1 metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley

£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£50-£80
£50-£80
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£40-£70
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£10-£20
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
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1029. V - 1 grey metal 10 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley
1030. V - 1 grey metal 10 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley
1031. V - 1 unused tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1032. V - 1 unused tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1033. V - 1 unused tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1034. V - 2 grey metal 4 person personal Lockers supplied with
all keys
1035. V - 2 grey metal 4 person personal Lockers supplied with
all keys
1036. V - 1 folding lecture with built in light and carry case
(Trade)
1037. V - 1 cream metal 6 person personnel locker with post slot
doors supplied with all keys
1038. V - 1 cream metal 6 person personnel locker with post slot
doors supplied with all keys
1039. V - 1 cream metal 6 person personnel locker with post slot
doors supplied with all keys
1040. V - 1 cream metal 6 person personnel locker with post slot
doors supplied with all keys
1041. V - 4 child size green plastic designer style chairs
1042. V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1043. V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1044. V - 1 light grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6 by 3
foot
1045. V - 1 dark grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6 by 3
foot
1046. V - 2 light grey metal single door cabinets
1047. V - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6 foot by 3 foot
1048. V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft by
Bisley
1049. V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft by
Bisley
1050. V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft by
Bisley
1051. V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft by
Bisley
1052. V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1053. V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1054. V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1055. M - A quantity of rectangular wooden tables & matching
wooden benches
1056. M - 2 grey metal shutter front storage cabinets by Roneo
1057. M - 2 low grey metal open front cabinets by Bisley
1058. V - 6 designer style plastic / metal / wood chairs - khaki
1059. V - 6 metal stacking chairs (4 black & 2 white)
1060. M - 1 low wood effect two door cabinet
1061. V - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1062. V - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1063. V - 1 black meeting room table approx 2.4m x 1.22m at
widest point & 1 matching low two door cupboard
1064. V - 7 grey hat / coat stands
1065. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1066. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1067. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1068. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1069. V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit - fixed shelves
1070. V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit - fixed shelves
1071. V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit - fixed shelves
1072. V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Triumph approx
3ft x 3ft
1073. V - 1 white 4 drawer filing cabinet
1074. M - 2 brown metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
1075. M - 1 brown metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1076. V - 1 Brown metal vertical plan press
1077. V - 1 silver metal shutter front cabinet
1078. V - 1 low wood effect two door storage cabinet
1079. M - 1 white metal 2 drawer filing cabinet
1080. V - 6 metal / plastic designer style chairs - black
1081. V - 4 wood / plastic designer style chairs - blue
1082. V - 3 wood effect 2 door storage cabinets with metal trim
on doors
1083. V - 3 wood effect 2 door storage cabinets with metal trim
on doors
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1084. V - 3 wood effect 2 door storage cabinets with metal trim
on doors
1085. M - 1 wood effect / grey shutter front cabinet
1086. V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6 foot by 3
foot
1087. V - 1 dark grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 3ft x
3ft
1088. V - 1 dark grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 3ft x
3ft
1089. V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 3ft x 3ft
1090. V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1091. V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - adjustable shelves
1092. V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - adjustable shelves
1093. V - 2 metal stools with wooden seat pads, 1 other metal
stool & 1 hat / coat stand
1094. M - 3 stacking cantilever chairs, 1 trolley, 1 bin & 4 metal
framed stacking chairs
1095. V - 2 low grey metal shutter front cabinets
1096. V - 2 low grey metal shutter front cabinets
1097. V - 3 low grey metal shutter front cabinets
1098. V - 3 child's size plastic designer style chairs - green
1099. V - 3 child's size plastic designer style chairs - white
1100. V - 5 child's size plastic designer style chairs - pink
1101. V - 3 child's size plastic designer style chairs - red
1102. V - 2 child's size plastic designer style chairs - orange
1103. V - 3 wood effect 2 door storage cabinets & 1 wood effect 3
drawer filing cabinet
1104. V - 1 wood effect / silver shutter front cabinet
1105. V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1106. V - 6 metal / plastic designer style chairs - blue
1107. V - 6 metal / plastic designer style chairs - blue
1108. V - 12 various modern style designer chairs
1109. V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet
1110. V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet
1111. V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet
1112. V - 2 grey metal shutter front storage cabinets
1113. V - 2 grey metal shutter front storage cabinets
1114. V - 2 grey metal shutter front storage cabinets
1115. V - 2 grey metal shutter front storage cabinets
1116. V - 1 yellow metal 2 door cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft suitable for storing hazardous substances
1117. V - 2 low grey metal shutter front cabinets
1118. V - 2 child's size designer style chairs - pale blue
1119. V - 2 wood effect open front shelf units
1120. M - 4 unused office suspension filing caddies, on castors.
One assembled.
1121. V - 1 wood effect 2 drawer filing cabinet
1122. V - 1 grey metal 10 drawer index type cabinet
1123. V - 1 grey metal 15 drawer wide index type cabinet
1124. V - 1 brown metal 15 drawer index type cabinet
1125. V - 2 wood effect shelf units - open on front and back
1126. V - 4 small wood effect open front shelf units and one
coffee table
1127. V - 2 designer style coat racks - red balls
1128. V - 2 designer style coat racks - multi coloured balls
1129. V - 1 Brown metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1130. V - 2 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
1131. V - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
1132. V - 3 metal / plastic designer style chairs - yellow
1133. V - 6 child's size designer style dining chairs - white matt
1134. V - 6 child's size designer style dining chairs - American
walnut
1135. V - 5 child's size plastic designer style chairs - orange
1136. V - 4 child's size plastic designer style chairs - red
1137. V - 5 child's size plastic designer style chairs - pink
1138. V - 4 child's size plastic designer style chairs - white
1139. V - 5 child's size plastic designer style chairs - green
1140. V - 4 plastic / metal designer style chairs - green
1141. V - 3 plastic / metal designer style chairs - dark blue
1142. V - 2 low wood effect /silver open front cabinets
1143. V - 2 low wood effect /silver open front cabinets
1144. V - 2 low wood effect /silver open front cabinets
1145. V - 2 dry wipe / flip chart easels
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1146. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal & 1 under work top pedestal
1147. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal & 1 under work top pedestal
1148. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal & 1 under work top pedestal
1149. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal & 1 under work top pedestal
1150. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal & 1 under work top pedestal
1151. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal & 1 under work top pedestal
1152. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal & 1 under work top pedestal
1153. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal & 1 under work top pedestal
1154. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal & 1 under work top pedestal
1155. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal & 1 under work top pedestal
1156. V - 4 office swivel chairs by Humanscale type Freedom - 2
have jacket hangers & 2 do not
1157. M - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Senator
1158. M - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Senator
1159. M - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Senator
1160. M - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Senator
1161. M - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Senator
1162. M - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Senator
1163. M - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Senator
1164. M - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel by Senator
1165. M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1166. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with non matching full
height end pedestal
1167. M - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
1168. M - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1169. M - 6 blue upholstered stacking chairs
1170. M - 4 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1171. V - 4 white metal stools
1172. V - 4 lacquered metal stools
1173. V - 4 black upholstered office swivel chairs with chrome
metal trim
1174. M - 6 various office swivel chairs
1175. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1176. V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1177. V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1178. V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1179. V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1180. V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1181. V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1182. V - 1 wood effect wave front corner workstation with 1 full
height end pedestal
1183. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1184. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1185. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1186. M - 1 quick build pop up type exhibition stand in transit
case
1187. M - 1 office artificial plant
1188. M - 1 office swivel chair by Herman Miller type Mirra
1189. M - 1 office swivel chair by Herman Miller type Mirra
1190. V - 3 various plastic / metal designer style chairs - 2 blue &
1 green
1191. V - 2 blue plastic / metal / wood designer style rocking
chairs - rockers do not quite match
1192. V - 1 red plastic / metal / wood designer style rocking chair
1193. V - 3 various plastic / wood / metal designer style chairs - 2
black & 1 green
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1194. V - 1 office tall wooden chest of 6 drawers with metal
handles
1195. V - 1 office tall wooden chest of 6 drawers with metal
handles
1196. V - 1 office tall wooden chest of 6 drawers with metal
handles
1197. V - 1 office wooden chest of 3 drawers with metal front trim
on drawers & metal handles
1198. V - 1 office wooden chest of 3 drawers with metal front trim
on drawers & metal handles
1199. V - 1 office wooden side board type unit with 3 drawers & 2
wide shelves below
1200. V - 6 child's size designer style dining chairs - matt black
1201. V - 6 child's size designer style dining chairs - matt black
1202. V - 5 child's size designer style dining chairs - matt black
1203. V - 5 various child size dining chairs
1204. V - 4 various plastic / metal designer style chairs - 2 green,
1 black & 1 red
1205. M - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel and blue
upholstered seat pad
1206. M - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel and blue
upholstered seat pad - no arms
1207. V - 2 wood effect corner workstations with 2 under worktop
pedestals
1208. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1209. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal - edge trim required attention
1210. M - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel and blue
upholstered seat pad - no arms
1211. M - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel and blue
upholstered seat pad - no arms
1212. M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1213. M - 1 faux leather upholstered office swivel chair
1214. M - 7 plastic / metal designer style chairs - white
1215. M - 2 white chairs
1216. V - 13 child size plastic designer style chairs - yellow
1217. V - 16 child size plastic designer style chairs - black
1218. V - 10 child size plastic designer style chairs - blue
1219. V - 8 wood framed blue upholstered meeting room chairs
1220. V - A brown leather upholstered two person Tetrad
Cordoba style sofa
1221. V - A brown leather upholstered three person scroll arm
vintage style sofa
1222. V - A brown leather upholstered two person Danish style
sofa
1223. V - A brown leather upholstered three person padded
Danish style sofa
1224. V - A brown leather upholstered two person Halo style sofa
1225. M - 1 light brown fabric upholstered two person sofa
1226. M - 1 double divan bed with headboard & a Silentnight
Mirapocket mattress - 4ft 6 inch
1227. M - 1 Brown upholstered swivelling easy chair RRP approx
£699
1228. M - 1 wardrobe & 1 matching bedside table
1229. M - 1 double bed with headboard and a Cooltouch 4ft 6in
mattress (frame is hinged to allow for under bed storage)
also included is 1 framed print
1230. M - 1 unused double divan bed by Relyon with a
headboard and a 5ft mattress RRP approx £2949
1231. M - 1 unused upholstered head board 5ft
1232. M - 1 unused upholstered head board 5ft
1233. M - 3 unused upholstered head board 5ft
1234. M - 3 unused upholstered head board 5ft
1235. M - 1 posuer type table & 2 Orange upholstered stools
1236. M - 1 beige fabric upholstered sofa and one matching
armchair
1237. M - 1 brown leather upholstered traditional style sofa with
fabric cushions
1238. M - 1 fabric upholstered two person sofa
1239. M - 1 beige upholstered two-person sofa with a non
matching footstool
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1240. M - 1 light fabric upholstered 3 person sofa with wood legs
and brass wheels
1241. M - 1 light fabric upholstered 3 person sofa with wood legs
and brass wheels
1242. M - 1 brown leather upholstered 3 person sofa with one
matching armchair and footstool
1243. M - 1 Orange part leather upholstered 3 person sofa with
matching armchair RRP £1895
1244. M - A bamboo framed two-person conservatory sofa with
cream cushions and 1 matching chair
1245. M - 1 Brown / burgundy part leather upholstered cuddle
chair
1246. M - 1 Brown / burgundy part leather upholstered corner
sofa
1247. M - A light upholstered 3 person sofa with a matching 2
person sofa - supplied with 2 sets of replacement covers in
terracotta & green
1248. M - A quantity of various costume hire / fancy dress items
including wigs, parasols etc. The 8 plastic boxes / crates
are included
1249. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of two clothes rails which are not included
1250. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of two clothes rails which are not included
1251. M - A quantity of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing and other items. Contents of 3 mesh stacking
baskets, which are not included
1252. M - A quantity of various hats, polystyrene heads etc. The
three plastic crates are not included
1253. M - A qty of various fancy dress / costume hire clothing
including vintage striped blazers. Contents of one clothes
rails and 1 mesh basket which are not included
1254. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of two clothes rails which are not included
1255. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of two clothes rails which are not included
1256. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of two clothes rails which are not included
1257. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of two clothes rails which are not included
1258. M - A quantity of various novelty fancy dress items
including animal costumes etc
1259. M - A quantity of various novelty fancy dress items
including a womble costume etc
1260. M - 2 pantomime horse costumes
1261. M - A qty of various fancy dress / costume hire items
including shoes etc. Not practical to list in any detail (see
photo) Contents of 6 plastic crates which are not included
1262. M - A qty of various fancy dress / costume hire items
including jeans, belts etc. Not practical to list in any detail
(see photo) Contents of 6 plastic crates which are not
included
1263. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of two clothes rails which are not included
1264. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of two clothes rails which are not included
1265. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of two clothes rails which are not included
1266. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of two clothes rails which are not included
1267. M - A qty of various fancy dress / costume hire clothing.
Not practical to list in any detail (see photo) Contents of
one clothes rail which is not included
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1268. M - A quantity of various mainly vintage British Army
clothing and accessories together with a small quantity of
faux Nazi uniforms. Contents of one clothes rail and 3
stacking mesh baskets on right hand side which are not
included
1269. M - A quantity of various mainly vintage British Navy and
Royal Marine clothing and accessories. Contents of one
clothes rail and 3 stacking mesh baskets on right hand side
which are not included
1270. M - A quantity of various mainly vintage British and
Canadian RAF clothing and accessories. Contents of one
clothes rail and 3 stacking mesh baskets on right hand side
which are not included
1271. M - A quantity of various mainly vintage British Navy and
US Navy clothing and accessories. Contents of one clothes
rail which is not included
1272. M - A quantity of various military items including belts,
caps, berets etc. Contents of 4 mesh stacking baskets
which are not included
1273. M - A quantity of various hats. Contents of 3 mesh stacking
baskets which are not included
1274. M - A quantity of various shoes including platform.
Contents of 3 mesh stacking baskets which are not
included
1275. M - A quantity of various mens jackets, trousers etc.
Contents of one wheeled cage which is not included
1276. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of two clothes rails which are not included
1277. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of two clothes rails which are not included
1278. M - A large qty of various fancy dress / costume hire
clothing. Not practical to list in any detail (see photo)
Contents of three clothes rails which are not included
1279. M - A large quantity of various shoes, boots etc. Contents
of 14 plastic crates which are not included
1280. M - A quantity of various vintage handbags, frill trims,
garters etc. The two plastic crates are not included
1281. M - 8 various items of ladies vintage clothing including a
Miss Pink by Pink Soda faux snakeskin jacket / hat with
black / white mini skirt etc
1282. M - 8 various items of ladies vintage clothing including by
Sylvan, Carnegie etc
1283. M - 8 various items of ladies vintage clothing including a
Linda Leigh two piece., dresses etc
1284. M - 7 various items of vintage clothing including School
master capes, a post office uniform, a police uniform etc
1285. M - 2 costumes with labels saying The State Opera of
South Australia
1286. M - 2 fur coats & 1 vintage long brown leather jacket by
Glenhusky
1287. V - 1 large wall clock
1288. V - 1 pink straw wall clock & 9 various art prints on canvas.
Contents of one shelf
1289. V - 9 various framed prints / art prints on canvas. Total
retail price well in excess of £200. Contents of one shelf
1290. V - 1 large metal wall clock
1291. V - 1 large metal wall clock - black
1292. V - 1 very large metal wall clock
1293. V - A quantity of various items including framed prints, art
prints on canvas etc. Contents of three shelves
1294. V - 1 large wall clock with canvas / wood frame based on
reproduction of an early map of America RRP £122
1295. V - 1 wall clock by Karlsson / Box 32 type Moon Glass
1296. V - 3 various wall clocks. Contents of one shelf
1297. V - 1 large wall clock
1298. V - 1 piece of wall art - cogs. RRP £159
1299. V - 1 large art print on canvas & 1 Hollywood inspired last
supper scene. RRP in excess of £300
1300. V - 1 modern style art print on glass by Besp-Oak type
Watercolour Spiral. RRP £228
1301. V - 1 modern style photo print on glass by Schuller type
Desiree. RRP £158
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1302. V - 2 metal modern style art pieces. RRP in excess of £200
1303. V - 7 various modern style art prints. Not practical to list in
any detail, please see photo
1304. V - 7 various modern style art prints. Not practical to list in
any detail, please see photo
1305. V - 5 various modern style art prints. Not practical to list in
any detail, please see photo
1306. V - 6 various modern style art prints. Not practical to list in
any detail, please see photo
1307. V - 5 various modern style art prints. Not practical to list in
any detail, please see photo
1308. V - 5 various modern style art prints. Not practical to list in
any detail, please see photo
1309. V - 5 various modern style art prints. Not practical to list in
any detail, please see photo
1310. V - 5 various modern style art prints. Not practical to list in
any detail, please see photo
1311. V - 2 Audrey Hepburn prints, 1 other print, 2 wall murals, 1
piece of metal wall art & 1 wooden wall clock. Contents of
two shelves
1312. V - A quantity of various items including art prints, prints on
canvas etc. Contents of one shelf
1313. V - A 5-piece swan photographic art print set RRP £18 & 2
graphic art prints by Parvez Taj RRP £96 each. Contents
of one shelf
1314. M - 1 industrial style metal pendant light (black), 1 other
pendant light and 1 wall light. Contents of one shelf
1315. V - 1 Du Bose 210cm arched floor lamp RRP £63, 1 flush
ceiling light RRP £43, a set of 3 red trays & 2 light shades.
Contents of one shelf
1316. V - 2 fusion fermi 1 light globe pendants RRP £47 each, 1
Elegance 5 light drum chandelier RRP 104 & 1 large wall
clock. Contents of one shelf
1317. V - 2 retro bins by Swan RRP £55 each & 1 hat / coat
stand. Contents of one shelf
1318. V - 1 floor light by Searchlight, 2 table lamps by Endon type
Hapton (no shades) and 1 large wall clock by Premier
Interiors. Contents of one shelf
1319. V - 3 various pedal / swing top bins including 1 at RRP of
£95. Contents of one shelf
1320. M - A small quantity of various items including a revolving
shoe stand, a set of three floating shelves, a pair of basin /
bath taps etc
1321. V - A quantity of various items including 2 x Denby 12
piece tableware sets RRP £100 each, a locking post box,
art prints, a fabric wardrobe etc. Contents of one shelf
1322. V - 1 log basket, 1 log hoop & 1 table lamp. Contents of
one shelf
1323. V - A quantity of various items including a gorilla figure, a
bit cat ornament, a wall clock etc. Contents of one shelf
1324. V - A quantity of various kitchen related items including 2
toasters, pots, storage canisters, a bread bin etc. Contents
of one shelf
1325. V - 2 modern style table lamps with shades & 1 matching
ornament that requires fixing back to base
1326. V - 2 non matching modern style table lamps and 1 tall
glass vase
1327. M - 1 solid turned wood toadstool lamp - no shade
1328. M - 1 Box Brownie camera table lamp with blue shade
1329. M - 1 solid turned wood lamp with purple shade
1330. V - A small quantity of various items including a Mr White
copper case wall clock RRP £64, room dividers & blinds.
Contents of one shelf
1331. V - A quantity of various items including a ceramic jug, a
twisted wooden stand, 1 floor lamp by Eglo etc. Contents
of one shelf
1332. V - A quantity of various items including a 50 piece ceramic
dinner set, a bottle table lamp, 2 wall clocks etc. Contents
of one shelf
1333. V - A quantity of various items including 4 table lamps, 2
Karlsson wall clocks etc. Contents of one shelf
1334. V - 2 wall clocks (1 oversize) and 1 parasol. Contents of
one shelf
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1335. V - A quantity of various items including light shades, a
draught excluder, a towel rail, a small white cabinet etc.
Contents of one shelf
1336. V - A quantity of various items including a cutlery set, a
bread bin, blinds, a toilet seat etc. Contents of one shelf
1337. V - 1 floor lamp by Brilliant type Clarie RRP £96, 1 table
lamp by Endon type Waldorf RRP £32, a 3 elephant face
plaque RRP £65 and one oversize wall clock. Contents of
one shelf
1338. V - A quantity of various items including several wall
shelves, an advent star with 24 small drawers, coat
hangers etc. Contents of one shelf
1339. V - A quantity of various items including a steel post box, a
kitchen canister storage set, a plant pot RRP £36, a
shower caddy RRP £57, light shades etc. Contents of one
shelf
1340. V - A quantity of various items including an airer, a folding
step, lamp shades, a hat / coat stand etc.
1341. V - A quantity of various items including a garment rack, 2
blinds & 2 artificial plant displays. Contents of one shelf
1342. V - A quantity of various items including chopping boards,
a spice rack, a tray, light shades, a small wall cabinet, LED
bulbs etc. Contents of two shelves
1343. V - 1 tall triple screen room divider
1344. V - A quantity of various items including 5 table lamps, 1
plant stand, a watch box etc. Contents of one shelf
1345. V - A quantity of various items including a glass dome wall
clock RRP £24, 2 wall clocks by London Clocks RRPs £49
& £64, a touch table lamp etc. Contents of one shelf
1346. V - A quantity of various items including a 5 piece buried
treasure wall art set RRP £114, a balcony box RRP £62, a
glass serving bowl etc. Contents of one shelf
1347. V - A pair of modern style table lamps with shades by
Safavieh RRP £214 each
1348. V - 1 large glass bowl table lamp with shade, 1 tripod light
with shade & 1 oversize wall clock by Old Town Clocks
1349. V - 3 art prints on canvas (RRP around £70 each), 1
sensor bin 58L and 1 granite pestle and mortar. Contents
of one shelf
1350. V - 2 ironing boards & 1 airer. Contents of one shelf
1351. V - A quantity of various items including two table lamps,
one floor lamp, 1 retro pedal bin with small dent by pedal,
one piece of metal wall art, ornaments etc. Contents of one
shelf
1352. V - 2 table Lights by Endon type Sultan RRP £40 each, a
tripod floor light, an Aerocover etc. Contents of one shelf
1353. V - 4 table lamps by Pacific Lighting type Mable RRP £31
each
1354. V - 4 table lamps by Pacific Lighting type Mable RRP £31
each & 2 other table lamps
1355. V - 1 deluxe kettle barbecue by Firefly 57 cm
1356. V - 5 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1357. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1358. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1359. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1360. V - 5 similar pattern floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail,
please see photo.
1361. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1362. M - 1 part roll of dark fleck carpet - exact size unknown
1363. M - 1 part roll of dark fleck carpet - exact size unknown
1364. M - 1 part roll of dark fleck carpet - exact size unknown
1365. V - 1 part roll of carpet type pollen approx 2.7m x 4m
1366. V - 1 part roll of carpet type flint approx 2.4m x 3m
1367. V - 1 part roll of carpet - Sandstone approx 3.6m x 1.8m
1368. V - 1 part roll of carpet, approx 2.9m x 4m
1369. V - 1 part roll of vinyl flooring, viva, approx 1.5m x 1.95m
1370. V - 1 part roll of vinyl flooring, viva 6527, approx 1.5m x
2.9m
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1371. V - 1 part roll of carpet type silver fudge approx 1.75m x
4.1m
1372. V - 1 part roll of carpet type chic pea approx 1.7m x 3.1m
1373. V - 1 part roll of carpet, artic grey, approx 1.6m x 3m & 1
part roll of carpet type biscuit approx 2m x 2m
1374. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo. Contents of one shelf
1375. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo. Contents of one shelf
1376. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo. Contents of one shelf
1377. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1378. V - 4 various child's floor play rugs . Not practical to list in
detail, please see photo.
1379. V - 4 various floor rugs and 1 blind. Not practical to list in
detail, please see photo.
1380. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1381. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1382. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1383. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1384. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1385. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1386. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1387. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1388. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1389. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1390. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1391. V - 3 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1392. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1393. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1394. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1395. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1396. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1397. V - 6 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1398. V - 6 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1399. V - 6 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1400. V - 7 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1401. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1402. V - 2 shaggy black floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail,
please see photo.
1403. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1404. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1405. V - 4 various floor rugs. Not practical to list in detail, please
see photo.
1406. M - 2 large floor rugs - 1 purple flower & 1 rectangular with
border
1407. V - 1 blue ground dandelion patterned rug 7' x 5' approx &
1 beige and gold patterned area rug 120 x 170cm RRP £71
1408. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 brown shaggy & 1 abstract pattern
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1409. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 flower type pattern & 1 striped
1410. V - 4 large floor rugs - 2 white shaggy & 2 other shaggy
1411. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 white shaggy & 1 chevron pattern
1412. V - A pair of large floor rugs - brown pattern RRP £269
each
1413. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 blue / grey pattern & 1 grey /
cream pattern
1414. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 black shaggy & 1 dark grey
shaggy
1415. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 light coloured floral pattern and 1
light grey abstract
1416. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 traditional style & 1 colourburst
1417. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 fantasy flower RRP £133 & 1 blue
/ grey pattern RRP £103
1418. V - 2 large floor rugs - both abstract
1419. V - 3 floor rugs - 2 yellow stripe runners RRP £59 each & 1
large square abstract pattern
1420. V - 2 cow hide floor rugs RRPs £172 & 145
1421. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 grey / cream pattern & 1 other
patterned rug
1422. V - 2 large floor rugs & 1 runner - similar pattern but
background colour varies
1423. V - 2 floor rugs - both matching striped pattern, 1 is large &
1 is smaller
1424. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 yellow / cream pattern & 1 long
blue / white pattern runner
1425. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 blue / cream pattern RRP £117 &
1 Brown bubble weave RRP £115
1426. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 cream bubble weave & 1 blue
abstract
1427. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 grey & 1 light brown
1428. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 light pattern shaggy & 1 plain ivory
1429. V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 traditional pattern and 1 blue
abstract
1430. V - 3 floor rugs - 1 large square abstract pattern, 1
matching but smaller rug & 1 blue / beige rug
1431. V - 3 floor rugs - 1 yellow / grey / cream Chevron pattern
rug, 1 gold coloured rug & 1 pink / purple rug
1432. V - 1 traditional pattern runner
1433. M - 1 Suzni Kelim runner approx 264cm x 77cm
1434. M - 1 Meshwani runner approx 257cm x 62cm
1435. M - 1 Meshwani runner approx 250cm x 63cm
1436. M - 1 Gazak rug approx 215cm x 116cm
1437. M - 1 Chobi Kelim runner in vegetable dyed wool approx
195cm x 60cm
1438. M - 1 old Baluchi rug approx 127cm x 74cm
1439. M - 1 Kashmiri wool chain hand stitch rug approx 90cm x
60cm
1440. M - 1 traditional pattern deep red ground floor rug approx
158cm x 230cm
1441. V - 1 pet stroller by Paw Hut type D00-041CF
1442. V - 1 scratching cat tree by Paw Hut type D30-126GY
125cm
1443. V - 1 double door small dog crate by Life Stages for dogs
up to 20 inch long / 14 inch tall
1444. V - 1 moses basket with rocking stand
1445. V - 1 black upholstered chaise longue suitable for a cat /
small dog, 1 wicker dog basket with cushion but damage to
front leg & several duvet covers
1446. V - 1 large dog bed - brown RRP £60
1447. V - 1 large dog bed - blue
1448. V - 1 large dog bed - tartan
1449. V - 1 metal dog crate by Vida XL type 170217.A
1450. V - 2 small animal beds. Contents of two shelves
1451. V - 3 small animal bed. Contents of two shelves
1452. V - 1 wicker dog basket with cushion & 1 small animal bed.
Contents of two shelves
1453. V - 1 wicker dog basket with cushion & 1 small animal bed.
Contents of two shelves
1454. V - 1 cat tree by Vida XL type 170095.A RRP £63 & 1
small animal bed. Contents of two shelves
1455. V - 1 cat tree by Paw Hut type D30-022 & 1 small animal
bed. Contents of two shelves
1456. V - 1 wicker pet carrier with cushion
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1457. V - 1 miniature two seat sofa for suitable for a cat or small
£15-£30
dog
1458. V - 1 oval wicker dog basket with cushion & 1 animal bed.
£15-£30
Contents of two shelves
1459. V - Catalogue now blank until lot 1500
1501. M - 1 ambient glass fronted stainless steel display cabinet
£20-£40
trade
1502. M - 1 commercial refrigerated serve over display cabinet
£30-£60
trade
£100-£200
1503. M - One commercial stainless steel 6 burner Range by
lincat gas-fired trade
1504. M - One commercial stainless steel convection steam oven £80-£160
by Hobart three phase trade
1505. V - One commercial catering type rack with 7 shelves
£40-£80
£40-£80
1506. V - One commercial catering type rack with 4 shelves
1507. V - 1 metal commercial catering type rack with 5 shelves,
£40-£50
please note this will require the plastic fittings for the
shelves
£40-£80
1508. V - One metal commercial catering type rack with 4
shelves
1509. M - A large commercial glass fronted serve over display
£80-£160
fridge by Legend - no model visible - appears unused 240v trade
£18-£30
1510. V - One unused 6 piece knife set by DeSwiss
£30-£60
1511. M - An 11 piece knife set by Schneider complete with carry
case
1512. V - One catering 9 piece knife set in a case by Samurai
£50-£80
£30-£60
1513. V - One unused large knife set sealed in briefcase by
Royalty Line
1514. V - One catering 9 piece knife set in a case by Samurai
£50-£80
1515. V - One catering 9 piece knife set in a case by Samurai
£50-£80
1516. V - 3 packs containing 9 white chef aprons
£10-£20
1517. V - 3 packs containing 9 black chefs aprons
£10-£20
£15-£30
1518. V - 2 large stainless steel fish kettles
1519. V - 15 various sized frying pans
£15-£30
1520. V - 4 stainless steel gastronorm trays
£30-£60
£30-£60
1521. V - 12 various gastronorm dishes and lids
1522. V - 12 plastic trays
£24-£40
1523. V - 1 x 3-piece stainless steel saucepan set by Zanussi
£30-£50
1524. V - 1 x 3-piece stainless steel saucepan set by Zanussi
£30-£50
1525. V - A quantity of catering related items including pots,
£10-£30
baking trays etc. Content of 1 shelf
1526. V - A large quantity of various crockery and glassware,
£10-£30
contents of 1 shelf
1527. V - Blank
1528. V - 7 large aluminium cooking pots
£30-£60
1529. V - 9 stainless steel serving trays, contents of one shelf
£20-£40
1530. V - 7 stainless steel frying pans, a quantity of utensils, tea
£20-£40
towels and gastronorm trays. Contents of one shelf
1531. M - A quantity of drinking glasses, contents of one shelf
£5-£10
1532. M - Two large wine racks
£10-£30
£40-£80
1533. M - A quantity of various crockery including plates,
saucers, cups, teapots etc. Contents of two shelves
1534. V - A quantity of various catering related items including
£10-£20
stainless steel tubs, cake baking trays, placemats etc.
Contents of two shelves - trade
1535. V - A large quantity of white crockery including plates,
£30-£80
bowls etc. Contents of one shelf
1536. M - 5 large glass cake display domes, contents of one shelf £20-£40
1537. M - A quantity of various catering related items including
£20-£40
glassware, a glass cake dome, trays, table menu holders
etc. Contents of one shelf
1538. M - A quantity of various white crockery including dinner
£30-£60
plates, side plates etc. Contents of one shelf
1539. V - A quantity of various catering related items including
£10-£40
two baskets, a Candelabra, a set of scales etc. Contents of
one shelf
1540. M - A quantity of various catering related items including
£10-£20
plastic plates, a drip tray, wine lists, a 2 piece cheese set, a
wooden bowl etc. Contents of one shelf - trade
1541. M - A large quantity of white crockery including teapot,
£50-£100
coffee pot, mugs, espresso cups, milk jugs etc. Contents of
two shelves
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1542. M - A quantity of various catering related items including
bowls, pots, pans, lobster crackers etc. Contents of 1 shelf
1543. V - A large quantity of white crockery including dinner
plates, cups, saucers, mugs etc. Contents of two shelves
1544. V - Blank
1545. V - Blank
1546. M - 1 undercounter freezer by Hotpoint type Iced Diamond
- trade
1547. V - One commercial stainless steel hot water boiler - trade
1548. V - 1 stainless steel commercial electric griddle by
Whirlpool - trade
1549. M - One small deep fryer by Lincat, please note no chip
basket is included - trade
1550. V - One commercial stainless steel griddle, no make visible
model xh20 - trade
1551. V - One commercial stainless steel meat grinder by Virgo trade
1552. V - 1 commercial stainless steel electric 4 pot bain-marie
by Infernus - trade
1553. V - One commercial stainless steel countertop filler by
Whirlpool
1554. M - One box containing a large quantity of chefs clothing
1555. M - One commercial stainless steel hot water boiler by
Sygnet - trade
1556. M - A quantity of chafing paraffin and 3 barcoding
machines
1557. M - A large quantity of various coloured teapots
1558. M - 1 stainless steel commercial Steakhouse Grill with
shelf by Lincat 240v - trade
1559. V - One commercial stainless steel twin basket fryer by
Infernus 240v - trade
1560. V - One commercial stainless steel single basket fryer by
Infernus
1561. M - One commercial cash register by Tec, keys auction
office 240v - trade
1562. M - One insect-o-cutor by Plus Zap 240v - trade
1563. V - 2 commercial 4-slice toasters by Duelit 240v -trade
1564. M - One commercial stainless steel hot water boiler by
Lincat Type a004 240v
1565. V - 1 countertop water boiler by Lincat 240v - trade
1566. M - One small krups coffee machine 240v trade
1567. V - One commercial coffee grinder by Iberital 240v - trade
1568. M - One commercial stainless steel coffee machine by
Rancilio Type Epoca, coffee handles can be found in the
auction office 240v - trade
1569. V - 1 hot cupboard by Moffat with two doors and two hot
plates 240v - trade
1570. V - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by Hobart
- trade
1571. V - One commercial stainless steel 6 burner oven by
Falcon type Dominator - gas trade
1572. M - One under counter washer dryer by Bosch type
Advantix - trade
1573. V - 1 stainless steel commercial electric griddle by
Infernace type INEG75C - trade
1574. M - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by Hobart
- trade
1575. M - One under counter washer dryer by Zanussi type Lindo
100 - trade
1576. M - One under counter washing machine by Bosch type
wff2000 - trade
1577. M - One commercial stainless steel pass through
dishwasher by Winterhalter type gs42 three phase - trade
1578. M - One large vintage style brass topped mobile
refrigerated sweet/salad unit, 240v - trade
1579. V - One commercial stainless steel double fryer by
Infernace 10L 240v - trade
1580. V - One commercial stainless steel twin basket deep fryer
by Infernace 6lt - 240v trade
1581. M - 1 commercial stainless steel single bain-marie on stand
and one water filter/dishwasher Salter - 240v trade
1582. M - 1 undercounter condenser dryer by Creda type
Simplicity tcr2 240v - trade
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1583. M - One under counter dishwasher by Zanussi type dw908
- trade
1584. V - an unused commercial stainless steel hog roast/spitroast oven by Infernus - gas trade
1585. V - 1 commercial stainless steel undercounter dishwasher
by JLA type 55 3ph - trade
1586. M - 1 commercial bean to cup coffee machine by Tchibo
type HG-coffea-S - trade - keys in auction office
1587. M - One under counter washing machine by Bosch and 1
undercounter condenser sensor dryer - trade
1588. V - 2 freestanding ATM machines by Triton - 240v trade
1589. M - 6 white plastic stacking chairs
1590. M - 1 tall fridge freezer by Currys Essentials - trade
1591. M - One brown, lockable, red wine cabinet type, transtherm
MT30 - 240V - trade
1592. V - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by Hobart
- trade
1593. V - One commercial display freezer by Elcold - trade
1594. V - 1 tall commercial upright freezer by Tefcold 240v trade
1595. V - 1 long stainless steel table with shelf beneath
1596. M - One small table top twin door wine cooler - trade
1597. M - 1 undercounter dishwasher by Tricity Bendix and 1
under counter washing machine by Hotpoint 240v - trade
1598. V - 1 unused stainless steel catering type table with shelf
beneath
1599. V - One commercial stainless steel hot food trolley with
gantry above - trade
1600. V - 1 upright fan 240v - trade
1601. V - One cold water dispenser by Quench 240v - trade
1602. V - 1 freestanding 4 burner gas oven by Indesit - trade
1603. M - One commercial stainless steel heated cabinet with
bain-marie counter top 240v - trade
1604. V - One commercial food mixer by Buffalo. Please note
there is a dent in the top - Trade
1605. V - One small table top fridge by Polar - trade
1606. V - 1 commercial stainless steel long 3-tier mobile trolley
1607. V - One commercial stainless steel chilled counter display
unit with a wooden pine surround 240v - trade
1608. V - One commercial stainless steel 3 burner hob unit with
shelf beneath, gas fired rings are LPG - trade
1609. M - One integrated oven, hob and extraction fan unit all by
Miele - trade
1610. V - A commercial stainless steel two group coffee machine
by Faema type e78 President, unit comes with a coffee
grinder, coffee handles will be available for collection from
the office - trade
1611. V - 1 long commercial stainless steel 3-tier trolley/table
1612. V - 1 commercial stainless steel Steak House Grill by
Falcon, gas fired - trade
1613. V - One commercial stainless steel countertop griddle by
Whirlpool three phase - trade
1614. M - One tall silver fridge freezer by Indesit 240v - trade
1615. M - One commercial mobile stainless steel twin door fridge
unit by Coreco, please note door hinge requires attention
240v - trade
1616. M - 1 three-quarter height fridge and 1 tall freezer by fridge
Master and ProLine 240v - trade
1617. M - One under counter dishwasher by Miele and one
undercounter tumble dryer by Indesit 240v - trade
1618. V - 1 commercial stainless steel electric griddle by
Whirlpool - trade
1619. M - One large commercial stainless steel Salter Brecknell
set of scales model number ws500 / 300 - trade
1620. M - One commercial stainless steel hot plate with small
gantry above 240v - trade
1621. M - One commercial stainless steel 6 slice toaster by
Lincat and one insectocutor 240v - trade
1622. M - 1 stainless steel commercial slimline countertop Ice-OMatic ice making machine - trade
1623. V - 1 tabletop turbofan oven by Blue Seal 240v - trade
1624. M - 1 upright fridge freezer by Beko a class - trade
1625. M - 1 commercial stainless steel table with two shelves
beneath
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1626. M - One commercial stainless steel microwave oven by
Daewoo 240v - trade
1627. M - 1 low square stainless steel catering type table and a
small cabinet for hazardous substances (no key)
1628. M - 2 Square metal legged wooden tables with 4 matching
chairs
1629. M - 2 Square metal legged red upholstered wooden tables
with 4 chairs
1630. M - 2 Square metal legged red upholstered wooden tables
with 4 chairs
1631. M - 4 Square metal legged red upholstered wooden tables
with 6 chairs
1632. M - 1 undercounter freezer by Hoover - trade
1633. M - 1 slimline electric cooker by New World - trade
1634. V - One commercial potato rumbler/peeler by Hobart 28lb trade
1635. M - One twin basket gas fired deep fat fryer by Lotus
1636. M - 1 catering type stainless steel table with two shelves
beneath
1637. V - 1 large commercial food mixer by Heng You, comes
with bowl and 3 mixing attachments 240v - trade
1638. V - One tall fridge freezer by LG - trade
1639. V - One commercial tall single door fridge by iArp - trade
1640. M - 1 gas fired 5 burner Range by Belling type classic trade
1641. M - 1 mobile bain-marie unit by Ace, unit includes baking
trays and gastronomes - trade
1642. M - One Mini point ticket system - trade
1643. M - One commercial stainless steel 6 burner range with
oven beneath gas-fired - trade
1644. M - A 2 door American-style fridge freezer by Samsung
please note the fridge seems to work but the control panel
shows error code 8E- rrp £549 - trade
1645. V - 1 unused sealed stainless steel effect integrated double
oven by Indesit Type DIMDN13IXS - trade
1646. V - 1 unused sealed integrated upright fridge by Hotpoint trade
1647. V - One commercial stainless steel microwave oven by
Samsung Type cm1929 1850 watt - trade
1648. M - 1 stainless steel two door storage unit
1649. V - 1 Rita wine rack (42 bottle) RRP £45 & a Bernice
child's high chair RRP £124 - NO legs supplied for the
table
1650. V - 8 Tall wooden stools with metal frames and 1 matching
table
1651. M - 1 long commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath
1652. M - 3 rectangular wooden pub type tables
1653. M - 4 tall folding stools and a set of steps
1654. V - 1 double door stainless steel commercial fridge by
Polar type GN1200tn - trade
1655. V - One commercial stainless steel 6 burner range with
oven beneath by Buffalo - gas fired - trade
1656. V - 1 large stainless steel commercial Catering type rack
with three shelves, two of which are sloping shelves
1657. M - 1 counter height bottle display fridge by Gamko and an
under counter fridge by Ice King - trade
1658. M - 12 upholstered wooden pub type chairs
1659. V - 6 white, 4 peach & 2 green painted wooden chairs
1660. M - 7 red upholstered high back dining chairs
1661. M - 15 white upholstered high back dining chairs and 6
cream upholstered high back dining chairs, contents of two
bays
1662. M - 2 x single door freezers, 1 by Beko and 1 by Servis trade
1663. V - 11 wooden topped metal framed cafe type tables,
please note they must be assembled
1664. M - A quantity of various pub furniture including two various
size round metal based tables, 5 chairs and 1 tall stool
1665. V - One pallet containing a large quantity of mop heads
1666. V - One pallet containing a large quantity of mop heads
1667. M - A large quantity of half pint drinking glasses branded
Thatchers, contents of one shelf
1668. V - 1 catering type rack with 4 shelves
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1669. V - Blank
1670. V - Blank
1671. M - A quantity of various drinking glasses, disposable
£20-£30
glasses, vases etc. Contents of one shelf
1672. M - One large hanging pendant patio heater 240v - trade
£40-£80
1673. M - Two large patio heaters designed to fit onto a parasol
£40-£80
240v - trade
1674. M - A quantity of various catering related items including
£10-£20
stainless steel teapots and mugs contents of one shelf
1675. V - Blank
1676. V - 1 catering pipe rack with 4 shelves
£40-£80
£10-£20
1677. M - 1 long catering type restaurant tab grabber
1678. M - A large quantity of crockery including plates, bowls,
£80-£160
gravy boats, cups, saucers etc. Contents of three shelves
£200-£400
1679. M - One large 4 door American-style fridge freezer by
Samsung RRP £2,495 please note the front of this fridge
freezer has been damaged but the unit itself seems to work
ok - trade
1680. M - One large 2 door American-style fridge & single drawer £200-£400
freezer by Samsung RRP £1,849 please note the front of
this fridge freezer has been damaged but the unit itself
seems to work ok - trade
1681. M - One commercial stainless steel table top glass washer £50-£100
by DC series - trade
1682. M - One commercial stainless steel undercounter
£60-£120
dish/glass washer by Class EQ type Hydro 750 - trade
1683. M - 1 multifunction games table, which includes a snooker
£80-£160
table which transforms into a dining table and a ping-pong
table. Unit comes with snooker balls, a ping pong ball
scoreboard, cover etc
£20-£40
1684. M - A large quantity of plastic stacking chairs, all various
colours
1685. M - 7 Brown upholstered bentwood dining chairs and 2
£10-£20
other red chairs
1686. M - 14 red upholstered cane chairs
£15-£30
1687. V - 4 tall metal stools 2 yellow/ 2 silver
£30-£60
£30-£60
1688. M - One medium sized chest freezer by Zanussi 240v trade
1689. M - 10 white metal dining chairs
£15-£30
1690. M - 8 red metal dining chairs
£15-£30
1691. M - One 3 seater bench, 2 Orange dining chairs and 2
£10-£20
silver dining chairs
1692. M - 12 round metal framed wooden tables which require
£20-£40
assembly, no screws supplied
£10-£20
1693. M - 1 round metal framed bistro table with four chairs
1694. M - One small commercial stainless steel catering type
£40-£60
table with shelf beneath
1695. M - Two A-boards/chalkboards cafe/pub signs
£30-£40
1696. M - Two rectangular dark wood pub type tables
£10-£20
1697. M - Two rectangular dark wood pub type tables
£10-£20
1698. M - Two rectangular light wood pub type tables with
£20-£40
decorative metal frames
1699. M - Two rectangular light wood pub type tables with
£20-£40
decorative metal frames
1700. M - 4 small square cafe type tables with metal bases
£10-£20
£10-£15
1701. M - 3 small round coffee type tables with metal bases
1702. M - 2 tall spindle back stools
£20-£40
1703. M - 1 large round dark wood table with decorative metal
£40-£80
base
1704. M - 7 blue upholstered dark wood pub type chairs
£10-£20
1705. M - 7 blue upholstered dark wood pub type chairs
£10-£20
1706. M - 8 wooden pub type chairs
£10-£20
1707. M - 10 blue and grey upholstered dining type chairs
£20-£40
1708. M - 4 charcoal upholstered dining chairs and two light blue
£30-£60
and grey tub chairs
1709. M - 1 Catering trailer "Showman" fully equipped with 2
£2000-£3000
Parry hot plates, Tea urn, Fridge freezer, 4 pot baine
Marie, Hot snack cabinet, twin deep fat fryer, till, food
containers, Over lighting, electric and gas connections.
Safety Record Sheet & Electrical Installation Certificate
included
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Day 2 Rostrum 1 Commencing at 10.00 am in
Hangar 2. All electrical lots in this sale are
deemed as “Trade” sales. See sale conditions
2001. M - 1 electric tile cutter by Clipper type TT200EM, 240v
£10-£20
£20-£40
2002. M - 1 small petrol engine generator by Honda type EX650
2003. V - 1 inverter welder by IFL type 151PHF, 110v
£270-£350
2004. M - 1 small welder by Topweld type 180, 240v & 1 space
£30-£50
heater by Koehring type Master. Contents of two shelves
2005. M - A set of 4 alloy wheels by WRS type KBA46154, 5 stud £10-£20
- no tyres fitted
2006. M - 1 Draper bench grinder, 1 electric motor by Alpak, 1
£20-£40
power plane by Bosch & 1 other power plane. Contents of
two shelves
2007. M - 4 metal Jerry cans & 1 pouring attachment. Contents of £20-£40
one shelf
2008. V - 2 heaters and 1 Radon fan. Contents of two shelves
£10-£20
2009. M - 5 x 5L bottles of house & siding pressure washer
£20-£40
concentrate by Zep
2010. M - 5 x 5L bottles of house & siding pressure washer
£20-£40
concentrate by Zep
2011. V - A quantity of various items including caster wheels
£10-£20
(outer part only, no centres), welding rods and various
masks. Contents of two shelves
£20-£40
2012. M - 1 box containing approx 30 x tubes of silicone sealant
by Ever Build
2013. M - 1 petrol engine generator by Sumec type SPG2700,
£30-£50
240v, 2kw
2014. M - 1 small wooden 3 drawer tool chest & 1 tool case.
£20-£40
Contents of one shelf
2015. V - A quantity of caster wheels (outer part only, no centres) £10-£20
and a quantity of "small person on board" signs . Contents
of one shelf
2016. M - 1 pressure washer by Nilfisk type C110. 4, 240v
£30-£50
2017. M - 1 mitre saw by Perform type CCMS10, 240v
£10-£20
£20-£40
2018. V - 65kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
2019. V - 65kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£50
2020. V - A quantity of approx 12000 short arm Allen keys, 3mm.
£10-£20
Contents of one shelf
2021. M - 1 cordless jigsaw by Worx with 1 battery / 1 charger &
£10-£20
1 drill by AEG, 110v. Contents of one shelf
2022. M - 1 air operated coil nailer by Duo-Fast type CNP50
£10-£20
£10-£20
2023. M - 1 air operated coil nailer by Duo-Fast type
RCN70/275A
2024. M - A quantity of various items including an Astrum head
£10-£20
light type 471745961 (Ford), Tork dispensers, floor
scrubbing pads etc. Contents of one bay /3 shelves
2025. M - 1 trolley mounted digital inverter welder by WB Alloys
£30-£50
type SM-500, 3ph with a top mounted wire feed unit
2026. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of heat shrinkage tubing
£10-£20
by Tyco Electronics
2027. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of heat shrinkage tubing
£10-£20
by Tyco Electronics
2028. V - 2 pick up type bodies / cargo beds believed to suit
£15-£30
Kawasaki Mule or similar
2029. V - 2 pick up type bodies / cargo beds believed to suit
£15-£30
Kawasaki Mule or similar
2030. V - 1 trolley mounted electric compressor with no make
£10-£20
visible
2031. V - 1 workshop compressor by HPC type SH10A, 3ph
£40-£70
2032. V - 3 halophane industrial lights
£10-£20
2033. V - 1 vacuum lifting unit by Al-Vac Model Handy 202.020
£70-£120
with a Honda pull start petrol engine
2034. V - 1 workshop compressor with no make visible, 3ph
£50-£100
2035. M - 1 welder type MM403, 3ph
£10-£20
2036. M - 1 welder by Kamanchi type 450, 3ph with a top
£15-£30
mounted wire feed unit
2037. V - 4 red metal display racks by Unipart - 2 tall and 2 short
£15-£30
(wheeled cage is not included)
2038. M - 1 motorised potters wheel by Ratcliffe, 240v
£100-£200
2039. V - 1 sliding bed circular table saw by Record Power type
£100-£200
TSPP250, 1ph
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2040. M - 2 x LG air conditioning units, 4 x LG air conditioning
blowers, 1 controller and 1 condensation pump
2041. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of recessed light fittings
2042. V - 1 single bag dust extractor by Clean Air Systems, 3ph
2043. V - 1 commercial dehumidifier / building dryer by Andrews
type HD 500 DV, 240v
2044. V - 1 workshop compressor by Ingersoll Rand type 30, 3ph
2045. V - 1 air operated spraying unit with no make or model
visible
2046. M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with removable locking
front bar, supplied with 1 key
2047. M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828
2048. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various soap
dispensers
2049. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various dispensers,
hand cleaner, barrier cream etc
2050. V - One pallet containing a large quantity of clear tile
primer
2051. M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828
2052. V - 1 oil / water separator by Quality Air Solutions type
OSC825
2053. M - 1 welder by Butters type AMT4005, 3ph with a
AMT4005 WF2 wire feed unit
2054. M - 8 industrial warehouse type lights & 4 spare units
2055. V - 1 manual hydraulic wheeled engine crane by Clarke
type Strongarm HDC200, capacity 2000kg, YOM 2006 non folding type
2056. V - 1 manual hydraulic lifter by Slingsby type PJ4085,
capacity approx 400kg - previously used for lifting heavy
rolls of paper
2057. V - A polyprop strapping kit comprising of 1 tension tool, 1
crimping tool, a roll of strapping, 2 stands & a quantity of
metal crimps
2058. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
lengths of armoured cable & rolls of metal mesh
2059. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
decoy pigeons, camouflage netting etc.
2060. M - 1 dust extractor fan by Perform type CCDE500, 240v
2061. M - 1 galvanised metal motorised fan unit by Matthews &
Yates, 3ph
2062. M - 1 floor standing band saw by Axminster type
AWHBS450N, 240v with several spare blades - blades are
in a stillage on right hand side and stillage is not included
2063. M - 1 planer by Multico type L/3, 3ph - max width approx
24cm
2064. M - 1 spindle moulder by Willson type FKL, 3ph with a
Holz-Her power feed
2065. M - 1 table saw with folding stand by Axminster type
15301, 254mm blade, 240v
2066. M - 1 small thickness planer with stand by Fox type
F22564-250, 240v max width 254mm
2067. M - 1 stand with folding legs & 1 metal / wood bottle rack
2068. M - 2 roller conveyor units each approx 1.8m long - 1 with
adjustable legs & 1 with no legs
2069. M - 1 free standing roller conveyor unit - 1.65m long
2070. M - 1 industrial fan by Prem-i-air, 240v
2071. M - 1 bench top jointer planer by Titan type TTB579PLN,
240v
2072. V - 1 metal two tier trolley
2073. V - 1 mitre saw stand by Axminster - no mitre saw included
2074. M - 1 petrol engine inverter generator by IMPAX type
IM2500i
2075. V - 1 sliding mitre saw by Axminster type 501243, 240v
2076. V - 1 mitre saw by Hitachi type CF10CB, 110v
2077. M - 1 wood band saw with stand by Nu-Tool, type RS14-2,
14 inch, 240v
2078. M - 1 vertical belt sander / linisher by Interwood Ludwig
Gartner type AZ3N, 3ph supplied with several spare
sanding belts
2079. M - 1 chisel morticer by Multico type K/1, 240v supplied
with 5 various morticing bits
2080. M - 1 radial arm cross cut saw with stand by DeWalt, 240v
- supplied with several spare blades
2081. M - 1 internal door approx 198cm x 84cm
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2082. M - 4 galvanised metal hurdles
£40-£70
£10-£20
2083. M - 1 electric lawnmower by Qualcast type Cobra Quiet 32
- no grass collector box
2084. V - 1 manual hydraulic mini lifter, capacity approx 400kg
£80-£120
£30-£50
2085. M - 1 outboard engine by Evinrude type Junior
2086. M - 1 outboard engine by Archimedes Penta type 39
£30-£50
£15-£30
2087. V - 6 industrial stools
2088. M - 1 heavy duty folding step ladder / podium by Zarges, 1
£30-£50
wheeled access frame with 1 damaged walk board & 1
small stainless steel table
2089. M - A quantity of Gypframe trunking / channel
£10-£20
£40-£70
2090. M - 1 heavy duty metal ex MOD push / pull bar length
approx 2.4m
2091. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various electrical
£10-£20
control equipment
2092. M - 4 stage lights type PAR 56Ry
£20-£40
£30-£50
2093. M - 1 petrol engine long shaft hedge trimmer by True
Shopping type MFS520HT
2094. V - 1 trolley with manual hydraulic adjustable height bed by £90-£150
Slingsby capacity approx 800kg
2095. M - 1 single bag dust extractor by Axminster, 240v
£20-£40
2096. M - 1 single bag dust extractor by Axminster, 240v
£20-£40
£30-£50
2097. M - 1 compressor by Mil-Tek, 240v
2098. V - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft - no
£10-£20
key
2099. M - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft 6 inch by 3ft - £10-£20
no key
2100. M - 1 monitor flight case by Kam type Kamkase
£10-£20
2101. M - 1 motorised phase changing unit - input 3 phase 415v, £50-£100
output single phase 240v / 110v
2102. M - 1 pallet containing 4 unused radiators by Acova
£20-£40
2103. M - 10 various fire extinguishers
£20-£40
2104. M - 1 double clay pigeon trap by Juba & a quantity of clays
£40-£70
£30-£50
2105. M - 1 metal mesh animal trap believed to be for foxes
2106. V - 1 high volume low pressure (HVLP) fine finish sprayer
£100-£200
by Graco type 4900 with hose, pressure pot & spray gun
£10-£20
2107. M - 1 road saw wheeled frame (no saw included) - this
frame will take a petrol engine circular saw
2108. M - 1 adjustable metal trestle & a polyprop banding kit
£20-£40
comprising of 1 tension tool, 1 crimping tool, 1 roll of
strapping & 1 stand
2109. M - 4 plastic folding trestles & a quantity of plastic Lin type
£20-£40
storage bins with several louvred metal panels. Contents of
one bay / 5 shelves
2110. M - A quantity of various Silverline tools including an angle
£40-£70
grinder, a circular saw, a power plane, 2 sharpeners,
airline, a hand mitre saw etc
2111. M - A quantity of various power tools including a drill, a
£30-£50
jigsaw, a spray gun, a Bosch POF 1200AE router etc
2112. M - 1 router by Pro, 240v, 1/2 inch supplied with a plastic
£20-£40
storage case containing a quantity of various router bits
2113. M - A quantity of various items including a jockey wheel, 2
£20-£40
bar type heat sealers, a roller stand, 3 slab lifting pry bars,
a sash cramp etc. Contents of one shelf
2114. M - A quantity of various fixings including nails, tacks,
£20-£40
staples etc
2115. M - 1 Axminster air nail gun type AW50N, 2 other air nail
£30-£50
guns, 1 Rapesco electric nailer 240v & 2 boxes of collated
nails - 1 by Montana & 1 by Tacwise
2116. M - 2 air nail guns by Duo-Fast type DSFN90. 1 (for strip
£40-£70
nails) & 1 box containing Duo-Fast coil nails
£20-£40
2117. M - A quantity of various items including a small welder by
Weldmate type 100, a cash register, a microwave, a fuel
can, lights etc. Contents of one shelf and buyer to remove
all items
2118. M - A quantity of various items including a hand winch, a
£15-£30
length of chain, a wide strop, a Husqvarna belt etc
2119. M - 1 metal cut off saw by Hitachi 110v and one small
£30-£50
welder by Draper type Arc welder 100A, 240v
2120. M - 1 sliding mitre saw by Draper 240v - no blade currently
£15-£30
fitted
2121. M - A quantity of various hand power tools including a
£20-£40
jigsaw, angle grinders, a bench grinder, a 110v transformer
etc.
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2122. M - 1 battery charger / starter by Sealey type Start 180
2123. M - A quantity of various items including a red metal multi
drawer tool chest with contents
2124. M - 10 various industrial & other lights
2125. M - 1 Bosch power plane, 1 Silverline drill stand, 1 jigsaw
and 1 cordless drill with 1 battery / 1 charger
2126. M - 1 sliding mitre saw by Draper type SMS250 four way,
240v
2127. V - 1 precision metal straight edge in wooden transit case
width approx 1.83 m
2128. V - 1 precision metal straight edge in wooden transit case
width approx 2 m
2129. M - 1 benchtop bandsaw by Scheppach type BASA1, 240v
- appears to be boxed and unused
2130. M - 1 benchtop circular saw by Bosch PPS 7S, 240v
2131. M - 1 benchtop circular saw by Power Devil, 240v
2132. M - 1 Bosch jigsaw guide type PLS300
2133. V - 1 fan belt measuring gauge and 1 bar inserted inside
the core of large rolls of printing paper
2134. V - 1 slow running double ended bench grinder by
Axminster type Trade series AT8SRG2, 240v - has a small
crack in base casting (SP013061)
2135. V - 1 benchtop mortiser by Axminster Hobby series
AW16BMST2, 240v - small hole in motor cover just below
the lot number (SP013251)
2136. V - 1 drilling vice by Soba, 100mm (SP013044)
2137. V - 1 all-purpose engineers vice Axminster 5 inch - with
broken bolt hole casting on bottom plate (SP013124)
2138. V - 1 Festool Planex long arm dry wall sander type Easy
LHS-E225, 240v - has broken handle which will require
replacing before use (SP013125)
2139. V - 1 tall aluminium step ladder - 11 tread
2140. V - 2 yellow painted metal fork extensions suitable for
forklift truck - approx 1.53m
2141. V - A quantity of various items including a Clare V152 PAT
tester, 1 transformer, long electrical extension sockets etc
2142. V - 1 aluminium step ladder, 1 poly prop strapping
dispenser stand & 1 crimp tool
2143. M - 2 x black metal shelf units by Zamba (3 shelves) - flat
packed
2144. M - 5 boxes containing a quantity of telescopic rails
2145. M - 9 canopies by Kid Active
2146. M - 2 x black metal shelf units by Zamba (4 shelves) - flat
packed
2147. V - 1 compact mitre saw stand with wheels (SP013127)
2148. V - 1 bench top pillar drill by Axminster Trade series
ATDP16B, 240v (SP013049)
2149. V - 1 compact mitre saw stand with wheels (SP013128)
2150. V - 1 bolt to bench hand operated angle iron cutter by
Dexion
2151. V - 6 metal / rubber machine mounting pads by Sunnex
type 688-24
2152. V - 1 Enerpac hand operated hydraulic power pack and a
quantity of various other items including 2 hydraulic rams,
2 hydraulic spreading jaws, 2 pulling tools etc - some items
like pipes and connectors are missing so please view
carefully
2153. V - 1 petrol engine disk cutter by Makita type EK6100 - no
blade currently fitted and this unit has been repaired by
Makita (SP013194)
2154. V - 3 Axminster T bar / sash cramps 1065mm (SP013129)
2155. V - 1 flexible shaft drive kit with foot control by Axminster
type 33032, 240v - no tool holder included (SP013117)
2156. V - 1 flexible shaft drive kit with foot control by We Cheer /
Axminster type WE330, 240v - with tool holder included
(SP013021)
2157. V - 1 low voltage work light by Axminster, input 240V, uses
12v bulb (SP013209)
2158. V - 1 air operated finish nailer by Axminster type DA1564,
15 gauge (SP013110)
2159. V - 1 air operated stapler by Axminster type 6-22mm
(SP013228)
2160. V - 1 air operated stapler by Axminster type 6-22mm
(SP013245)
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2161. V - 1 Axminster morticing attachment for 65/55 65/60mm £10-£20
missing fixings (SP013153)
2162. M - 1 up and over garage door with 2 motorised opening
£15-£30
units by Wessex Lift Box type GBH. Stillage is not included
2163. M - 1 green plastic water butt & 1 cold frame
£10-£20
2164. M - 4 large flood lights
£40-£70
£40-£70
2165. M - 4 large flood lights
2166. M - 1 ex-MoD generator with a Hatz 4 cylinder diesel
£1000-£1500
engine, output 50kva, 240v/415v 3ph, hour meter shows
49993 hours, skid mounted in partial cabinet & supplied
with a separate fuel tank. Previously used by a local
football club to run floodlights (see previous 2 lots for the
floodlights)
2167. M - A quantity of various garden hand tools. Contents of
£15-£30
one shelf
2168. M - 6 x Greenstar Oil Fit flue elbows by Worcester - 4 x 45
£15-£30
degree & 2 x 90 degree
£30-£50
2169. V - 8 x 5L cans of water based vinyl matt NATO green
paint by Trumatt & 1 other can of paint
2170. M - 2 white ceramic basins, 2 bath panels & 1 box
£15-£30
containing various items including plumbing fittings.
Contents of one shelf
2171. M - A quantity of various items including 4 metal tote bins,
£15-£30
1 Husqvarna storage box and a small set of steps etc.
Contents of one shelf
£20-£40
2172. M - 6 various power tools by Black and Decker including a
drill, a jigsaw, a circular saw etc
2173. M - 12 x cans of garden preservative including 9 x 5L Wilco £15-£30
dark oak
2174. M - A quantity of various items including tool boxes, hand
£15-£30
tools etc. Contents of one shelf
2175. M - A small quantity of various items including a Ryobi
£15-£30
cordless twin drill set (1 is a right angle drill) with 2
batteries / 1 charger, a Ryobi bag, wall anchors etc
2176. M - 3 PIR floodlights, 2 small heaters & 1 cordless
£15-£30
screwdriver
£15-£30
2177. M - A quantity of various mainly electrical related items
including lights, socket fronts etc. Contents of one shelf
2178. M - A quantity of mainly vintage woodworking tools
£20-£40
including two wooden box planes, several other metal
planes, hand saws etc. Contents of one shelf
2179. M - A quantity of mainly vintage woodworking tools
£20-£40
including metal planes, hand drills etc. Contents of one
shelf
2180. M - A quantity of various hand tools including a
£15-£30
spokeshave, marking gauges etc
2181. M - 1 circular saw by Black and Decker and 1 angle grinder £20-£40
by McAllister - both 240v
2182. M - A quantity of ear plug dispensers by Sperian type
£10-£20
Howard Leight Source 400 (no ear plugs included).
Contents of one shelf
2183. M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
£50-£80
rasps - blue packs
2184. M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
£50-£80
rasps - blue packs
£50-£80
2185. M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
rasps - blue packs
2186. M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
£50-£80
rasps - blue packs
2187. M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
£50-£80
rasps - blue packs
2188. M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
£50-£80
rasps - blue packs
2189. M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
£50-£80
rasps - red packs
2190. M - A quantity of approx. 50+ sets of 8 steel 8 inch wood
£50-£80
rasps - red packs
2191. M - A quantity of small plastic Tommy Walsh tool boxes
£10-£20
and 2 small metal ammunition boxes
2192. M - 2 consumer units by Dorman Smith & 1 switch by
£10-£20
Proteus
2193. M - 2 bags containing a quantity of U bolts
£15-£30
2194. M - 1 large metal key box by Avery
£15-£30
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2195. M - A quantity of various hand tools including g clamps,
chisels, hammers etc
2196. M - One double ended bench grinder by Black and Decker
and a quantity of underlay panels for wood / laminate
flooring
2197. M - A quantity of various threaded bar and long hinges
2198. M - 15 boxes of hollow wall anchors by Mungo
2199. M - 3 bags containing a quantity of U bolts
2200. M - 1 infrared workshop heater
2201. M - 1 infrared workshop heater
2202. M - A quantity of various lights, cables etc. Contents of one
shelf
2203. M - A quantity of threaded stainless steel bar and screws
2204. M - 15 boxes of hollow wall anchors by Mungo
2205. M - A quantity of various HT metal bolts
2206. M - 1 box containing a quantity of 3M particulate respirator
/ surgical masks
2207. M - 1 box containing a quantity of 3M particulate respirator
/ surgical masks
2208. M - 1 box containing a quantity of 3M particulate respirator
/ surgical masks
2209. M - A quantity of twin tool bag sets
2210. M - A quantity of screwdriver sets and two tubs of swarfega
cleaning wipes
2211. V - A quantity of various harnesses, belts, lanyards etc
2212. M - 1 aluminium step ladder and 1 inset stainless steel sink
2213. M - 1 petrol engine interchangeable garden multi tool set
by Home Shopping comprising of petrol drive unit,
extension piece, strimmer, chain saw and hedge trimming
attachments
2214. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various lengths of
hydraulic hose with fittings
2215. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various filters by Parker
etc.
2216. M - A quantity of approx 25 small tarpaulins each approx
1.1 x 1.7m
2217. M - A quantity of approx 25 small tarpaulins each approx
1.1 x 1.7m
2218. M - A quantity of approx 40 small tarpaulins each approx
1.1 x 1.7m
2219. M - 1 cordless chainsaw by Ryobi with 1 battery /1 charger
& 1 garden vacuum by Flymo 240v
2220. M - 1 router by Pro, 240v supplied with a plastic storage
case & a quantity of various router bits
2221. M - 1 Black & Decker tool kit containing various hand tools
and a cordless drill with 1 battery / 1 charger together with
a Brittol deep impact socket set type 758500 & 1
incomplete Halfords standard socket set
2222. M - 1 fixings gun by Paslode type IM250 F-16 II supplied
with a carry case, 4 fuel cells & 1 battery but NO
CHARGER
2223. M - 1 Hilti drill type TE15, 110v, 1 Hitachi drill type
DH24PC3, 110v & 1 Xtreme jigsaw 240v
2224. M - 1 magnetic drill by Unibor type EQ 100, 110v
2225. M - 1 magnetic drill by Evolution type EV042, 110v
2226. M - 1 magnetic drill by Evolution type ME3500, 110v
2227. M - 1 drill by DeWalt, 2 circular saws & 1 jigsaw (all 240v)
together with 1 air operated jigsaw
2228. M - 1 white ceramic basin with tap and pedestal & 1
microwave oven by Onn, 240v
2229. M - 4 galvanised metal concrete in lockable / removable
parking posts each supplied with 2 keys
2230. M - 1 router table with DeWalt DW624, 240v router fitted
2231. M - A quantity of various items including a Sealey Road
Start jump pack, a tripod, a work light etc
2232. M - 1 vacuum cleaner by Hitachi type QB35E, 110v
2233. M - 1 compressor by Clarke type Hunter 55, 240v
2234. M - 2 large wheeled blue plastic tubs
2235. Lots 2235-2240 are blank
2241. M - 2 pallets & 1 plastic stillage containing a quantity of
various sawn timber including 70mm x40mm, 45mm x
45mm etc - lengths vary
2242. M - A large quantity of sawn timber squaring off cuts
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2243. M - 5 metal stillages containing a quantity of various wood
suitable for processing into logs - stillages are included
2244. M - 1 twin axle green painted horse box - no other details
visible
2245. M - a very large quantity of various wood suitable for
processing into logs
2246. M - 15 square wooden planers containing soil, rubard
plants etc, 4 long empty planters & 12 wooden pallets
2247. M - A large quantity of various wood suitable for processing
into logs
2248. M - 1 Toyota Hi-Lux registration number N170 XJH fitted
with hydraulic tipping rear body. No MoT or Tax. V5
present. Keys? MOT expired 24/07/2017, mileage approx
250,000, No. of former keepers 4: 10% Buyer's premium.,
deceased estate
2249. M - 10 various metal stillages and 3 blue plastic drums - all
items are empty
2250. M - 1 commercial incinerator by Apollo serial number
50SH/RL-110628 with a length of flue fitted and 1 extra
length of flue
2250A. M - A large pile of timber for processing, (in front of Artic
trailer)
2251. M - 1 twin axle white painted 40 foot articulated box trailer
with rear roller door - no make visible. Currently used for
storage and has no plating certificate
2252. M - 1 twin axle blue painted 40 foot articulated box trailer
with rear roller door by Task. Currently used for storage
and has no plating certificate
2253. M - 1 triple axle 40 foot articulated curtain side trailer by
Boalloy type Taut liner. Currently used for storage, has no
plating certificate and two wheels are currently missing
2254. M - 12 dumpy bags containing a large quantity of softwood
offcuts. Some of these offcuts are cut to size ready for
processing as kindling. Currently stored on curtain side
lorry trailer
2255. M - 12 dumpy bags containing a large quantity of softwood
offcuts. Some of these offcuts are cut to size ready for
processing as kindling. Currently stored on curtain side
lorry trailer
2256. M - 10 dumpy bags containing a large quantity of softwood
offcuts. Some of these offcuts are cut to size ready for
processing as kindling. Currently stored on curtain side
lorry trailer
2257. M - 8 dumpy bags containing a large quantity of softwood
offcuts. Some of these offcuts are cut to size ready for
processing as kindling. Currently stored on curtain side
lorry trailer
2258. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various lengths of
metal including tube, angle, square bar etc
2259. M - 3 pallets containing concrete blocks etc
2260. M - 3 heavy duty metal trestles
2261. M - 2 pallets containing a total of 40 matching paving slabs
& 1 dumpy bag of sand / chippings
2262. M - 22 Various plastic stacking stillages / pallet crates
2263. M - 20 Various plastic stacking stillages / pallet crates
2264. M - 1 pallet containing two bales of empty dumpy bags
2265. M - A large quantity of sawn timber squaring off cuts
2266. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of metal roofing sheets &
other sheet material
2267. M - 20 various wooden planters containing various plants
2268. M - 1 red metal fork lift tipping skip by Tong
2269. M - 1 small grey metal fork lift tipping skip containing
various wood which is included
2270. M - 1 wheeled / fork lift tipping grey plastic skip
2271. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of bags of manure /
compost
2272. M - 1 pallet containing approx 15 bags of house coal
2273. M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of grow bags & 1
pallet containing 7 bags of compost
2274. M - A twin axle Ifor Williams trailer body size approx 2.5m
long, 1.64m wide and fixed sides are 40cm high.
Mudguards require fitting and no spare wheel is included
2275. M - 1 twin axle trailer with ladder frame sides, bed size is
approx 3m long, 1.64m wide and fixed sides are 90cm high
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2276. M - 1 small single axle unbraked trailer
£50-£100
£10-£20
2277. M - 4 metal trestles
2278. M - 1 black IBC missing screw cap, 5 IBCs with the top cut
£20-£40
off, & 1 wooden crate containing various logs
2279. M - A large quantity of various dumpy bags, 2 wheeled
£20-£40
cages & 1 aluminium step ladder
2280. M - 1 set of metal steps & a quantity of various dumpy
£20-£40
bags / pallet covers
2281. M - A large quantity of various wood suitable for processing £50-£100
into logs
2282. M - 8 dumpy bags containing various wood offcuts suitable
£40-£80
for firewood
2283. M - 8 dumpy bags containing various wood offcuts suitable
£40-£80
for firewood
2284. M - 1 twin axle white painted 40 foot articulated box trailer £150-£250
with rear roller door by Don-Bur. Currently used for storage
and has no plating certificate
2285. M - 1 wooden log store and 1 wooden shed approx 8ft x 6ft £40-£80
2286. M - 6 metal stillages containing a quantity of various
£60-£120
lengths of wood, offcuts etc. Stillages are included
2287. M - 1 metal framed work bench with wooden slat top and 1
£20-£40
wheel barrow
2288. M - 1 pallet containing various wooden planters & 1 pallet
£20-£40
containing picnic table parts
2289. M - 2 garden wooden benches
£50-£70
2290. M - 1 garden wooden bench & 2 chairs
£40-£70
2291. M - 2 dumpy bags containing kinding
£30-£50
£30-£50
2292. M - 2 dumpy bags containing kinding
2293. M - 2 dumpy bags containing kinding
£30-£50
2294. M - 1 dumpy bag containing kinding
£15-£30
2295. M - A quantity of various dumpy bags (empty)
£15-£30
2296. M - 2 grey plastic crates containing a quantity of various
£15-£30
items including metal shop fittings etc & 1 large UPVC
window
2297. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
£20-£40
fence panels, bird boxes etc & 1 broken rabbit run
£20-£40
2298. M - A quantity of various items including a shop counter,
wooden crates, a wooden table, bags of cement etc
2299. M - 2 IBCs with the tops cut off each containing a quantity
£30-£60
of various logs
2300. M - 2 IBCs with the tops cut off each containing a quantity
£30-£60
of various logs
2301. M - 2 IBCs with the tops cut off each containing a quantity
£30-£60
of various logs
£30-£60
2302. M - 2 IBCs with the tops cut off each containing a quantity
of various logs
2303. M - 2 IBCs with the tops cut off each containing a quantity
£30-£60
of various logs
2304. M - 2 IBCs with the tops cut off each containing a quantity
£30-£60
of various logs
2305. M - 1 fire box / incinerator
£20-£40
£30-£60
2306. M - 3 stacking IBCs with the tops cut off, each containing a
quantity of fire wood
2307. M - 3 stacking IBCs with the tops cut off, each containing a
£30-£60
quantity of fire wood
£30-£60
2308. M - 3 stacking IBCs with the tops cut off, each containing a
quantity of fire wood including logs
2309. M - 3 stacking IBCs with the tops cut off, each containing a
£30-£60
quantity of fire wood including logs
2310. M - 2 stacking IBCs with the tops cut off, each containing a
£40-£70
quantity of fire wood including logs and 2 wooden crates
containing fire wood
2311. M - 3 stacking IBCs with the tops cut off, each containing a
£30-£60
quantity of fire wood including logs
2312. M - 3 stacking IBCs with the tops cut off, each containing a
£30-£60
quantity of fire wood
2313. M - 3 stacking IBCs with the tops cut off, each containing a
£30-£60
quantity of fire wood
2314. M - 2 wooden crates containing logs
£30-£60
2315. M - 3 dumpy bags each containing logs
£60-£90
2316. M - 1 pallet containing 6 rolls of glass fibre insulation and 1
£20-£40
roll of bubble insulation
2317. M - 1 motorised fan unit & 1 single bag dust extractor
£40-£70
2318. M - 1 set of yellow metal pallet trucks - requiring attention
£15-£30
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2319. M - 1 set of yellow metal pallet trucks
2320. M - 1 set of orange metal pallet trucks & 1 office shutter
front cabinet
2321. M - 1 portable toilet
2322. M - 1 Wood-Mizer type LT15 S3E 11-E15S Sawmill, 3ph,
YOM 2012. Manuals in office 10% buyer premium..
2323. M - 1 Kindlet-AKM200 kindling making machine by
Fuelwood Warwick, 1ph, YOM 2007, supplied with long
and short outlet chutes and a pallet of kindling nets 10%
buyers premium...
2324. M - 1 large PTO driven winch with 3 point linkage by Igland
type 6101, with cable fitted, capacity believed to be 15 tons
10% buyers premium...
2325. M - 1 HAKKI PILKE 1X 37 easy firewood processor by
Maaselan Kone Oy, Hydraulic operating controls fitted
(extra), 4 way and 6 way splitting blades PTO driven with 3
point linkage, YoM 2009, 10% buyers premium...
2326. V - 1 forestry trailer mounted with a hydraulic crane and 2
outriggers powered by a pull start Lifan 6.5hp petrol
engine, extendable bed. grab capacity 300kg 10% buyers
premium...
2327. M - 1 radial arm cross cut saw by Wadkin machine no.
CC613, 3ph
2328. M - A quantity of various items including a wheeled rack, 2
old chairs, a skate, a hole digging shovel, a pitchfork etc
2329. M - 1 submersible pump, 1 cordless drill by Erbauer with 2
batteries /1 charger, 1 corded drill by GMC 240v & 1
Lumbar Wizard metal detector
2330. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of plastic bags suitable for
kindling
2331. M - 1 oil cooled welder by Oxford, 240v & 1 auto darkening
welding helmet by Siegen / Sealey
2332. M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Stihl type MS390
2333. M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Stihl type MS390
2334. M - 1 large wheeled table & 1 set of platform scales by
Avery
2335. M - 1 set of red metal mobile steps - 5 tread
2336. M - A twin bag dust extractor by Axminster type Plus, 3ph
2337. M - 1 re-saw bandsaw by Axminster type Plus HB-700, 3ph
supplied with a spare blade Serial no. 12741., manuals in
office.
2338. M - 1 building drier by Drieaz type BDE1100, 110v
2339. M - 1 small single axle unbraked galvanised stock trailer
with removable top cover, body size approx 1.6m long,
1.27m wide and sides are 1.17m high
2340. M - An electric 12 column clay pigeon trap by LaPorte,
240v with generator, mounted on small two wheeled trailer.
2341. Lots 2341-2350 are blank
2351. M - 1 twin axle logging trailer based on a 10 ton Teagle
Titan trailer, with ring hitch, frame length approx 3.9m,
width 2.24m & height of the 8 uprights is 1.1m
2352. M - A quantity of various items including white UPVC pipe,
gutter & fittings, alloy channel etc
2353. M - 3 long metal framed trolleys
2354. M - 1 large water filter by Structural 60.7L & 1 small water
filter
2355. V - 3 wheeled parcel / post type cages
2356. V - 3 wheeled parcel / post type cages
2357. V - 2 wheeled parcel / post type cages
2358. M - 31 various plastic pallets & 2 plastic containers
2359. M - 1 green plastic cylinderical oil tank by Titan type
V2500TT, 2500L - missing cap
2360. V - 1 black painted metal fire canopy / hood
2361. V - 1 black painted metal fire canopy / hood
2362. V - 1 black painted metal fire canopy / hood
2363. V - 11 woven Hazel fence panels
2364. V - 12 woven Hazel fence panels
2365. V - 11 woven Hazel fence panels
2366. M - 3 pallets containing a quantity of Durox lightweight
building blocks
2367. V - A quantity of short lengths of wood
2368. V - A quantity of various wood including 4 inch x 2 inch,
100mm x 100mm etc various lengths up to 4.6m
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2369. V - A quantity of various wood including 20cm x 20cm
posts, 17cm x 17cm posts etc
2370. V - A quantity of various gate parts - have been left outside
for some time and condition reflects this
2371. V - A quantity of various gate parts - have been left outside
for some time and condition reflects this
2372. V - 1 tall wooden gate width approx 96cm
2373. V - 1 tall wooden gate width approx 110cm
2374. V - 1 tall wooden gate width approx 120cm
2375. V - 1 tall wooden gate width approx 120cm
2376. V - 1 tall wooden gate width approx 120cm
2377. V - 1 tall wooden gate width approx 100cm & 1 small
wooden fence panel
2378. V - 1 tall wooden gate frame width approx 1.8m - please
note frame only
2379. V - A pair of tall wooden gates width approx 2.1m - curved
top
2380. V - BLANK
2381. V - 7 low gates width approx 90cm
2382. V - 6 tall gates approx 86cm wide / 1.8m high
2383. V - 10 wooden bow / lattice top fence panels each approx
1.8m wide / 1.2m at highest point
2384. V - A quantity of grey / orange pallet racking comprising of
6 uprights at 90cm deep / 4.8m high and 22 crossbeams at
2.7m wide
2385. V - A quantity of grey / orange pallet racking comprising of
6 uprights at 90cm deep / 4.8m high and 22 crossbeams at
2.7m wide
2386. V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2387. V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2388. V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2389. V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2390. V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2391. V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2392. V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2393. V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2394. V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2395. V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2396. V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
2397. M - 1 Caravan by Bessacarr, Cameo 470 GL, 4 berth, twin
axle with awning & accessories.
2398. V - 10% Buyer's Premium to the end of section of the
Auction
2399. M - Kawasaki Quad bike, Reg P620 YPR, 1996, 391cc
petrol, requires minor repairs. New carb bowl and cable
included. Deceased Estate. 10%BP
2400. M - Land Rover Discovery TD5 ES, silver, manual,7 seater.
1st reg 09/12/2001, REG WG51 DVZ, 2495cc, Diesel,
MOT 13/08/2019, Mileage 207,623' ., No. of former
keepers: 6, Deceased estate, Lots of service history in the
office. 10% BP
2401. M - Nissan Navara double cab pickup, black, 1st reg
09/06/2004, REG DX04 VTU, 2488cc, manual, diesel,
MOT 02/08/2019, mileage 126440. No. of former keepers:
7, deceased estate 10% BP
2402. M - Jeep Cherokee 2.5 CRD limited estate, Black, 1st reg
11/04/2002, REG WK02 USM, 2499cc, manual, diesel,
MOT 30/03/2019, mileage 147324' , No. of former keepers:
3, deceased estate 10% BP,
2403. M - BLANK LOT
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2404. M - Toyota Corolla GS Auto 5 door hatch, red, S107 NBT, £500-£700
1st reg 01/02/1999, 1332cc, petrol, automatic, MOT
02/04/2019, mileage 27882, No. of former keepers: 2
Deceased Estate. 10% BP,
2405. V - Blank lot
2406. M - Landrover Freelander HSE TD4, Reg NV56 YNZ, 1st £5000-£6000
reg 24/01/2007, Manual 6sp Diesel leather, 2179cc 4x4
estate. Odometer 79000' New MoT 6/11/2019. 10% BP,
Nb requires new remote key battery?.
2407. M - Mini Cooper 1.6 3 door hatch, 1st reg 24/10/2001, REG £500-£700
HG51 VGL, 1598cc, petrol, manual, MOT 13/07/2019,
mileage 131000' , No. of former keepers: 6 10% BP
2408. M - Large Indoor Soft Play Area, known as Chaser's, now £20000-£25000
dismantled and lying at Cullompton. 44ft x 30ft x 20ft high.
Holds up to 100 children. approx 6 years old. Present
owners retiring. For more details see photos or contact the
Auctioneers to arrange viewing. 5% Buyer's premium
2409. V - Iveco Ford Cursor 18 Ton removals Lorry. Reg FD03
£3000-£4000
YAF, 1st reg 20/05/2003.. MoT End May 2019, Tacho
Inspection due 15/03/2019. 7790 cc.Diesel. approx 392000
Kms. Rear Air Suspension, Double bunks, Analogue tacho,
Double fuel tanks, 5 barn side doors, 2 barn rear doors.
10% BP,

Day 2 Rostrum 2 Commencing at 10.00am in
Hangar 2, Bathrool, & Kitchen fittings, lighting.

3001. V - 4 various lampshades. Contents of one shelf
3002. V - 2 lamp shades by Nordlux & 1 light by Lucid type
Atlantic.
3003. V - 4 various lampshades. Contents of one shelf
3004. V - 4 various lampshades. Contents of one shelf
3005. V - 4 various lampshades. Contents of one shelf
3006. V - 3 door handle sets by Heritage Brass, one toilet roll
holder and a shower caddy by Cadiz. Contents of one shelf
3007. V - 2 light shades by Dar type Aisha. Contents of one shelf
3008. V - 4 various lampshades. Contents of one shelf
3009. V - 1 copper bridge mixer tap type Little Venice
3010. V - 3 monobloc basin taps in chrome type 1745
3011. V - 4 various lampshades. Contents of one shelf
3012. V - 1 Reign triple shower valve type REI13417-M
3013. V - 1 Quest twin shower valve type QUEV52-M
3014. V - 1 monobloc mini basin mixer tap by Francis Pegler type
Panacea
3015. V - 1 slide rail by Burlington, 1 mixer bath with broken
handle, 2 Modena basin taps & 2 radiator valves. Contents
of one shelf
3016. V - 7 various light shades. Contents of one shelf
3017. V - 7 various light shades. Contents of one shelf
3018. V - 7 various light shades. Contents of one shelf
3019. V - 4 light shades by Dar Banbury type Nest - 2 large & 2
smaller. Contents of one shelf
3020. V - 4 various light shades. Contents of one shelf
3021. V - 1 mixer tap by Blanco type Blancoculina-S mini HD
3022. V - 1 wall tap by Francis Pegler type Strata
3023. V - 1 deck mount sink mixer tap by Francis Pegler type
Araya 4S1210
3024. V - 1 deck mount sink mixer tap by Francis Pegler type
Araya 4S1210
3025. V - 3 light shades by Dar type Ronda Easyfit 60cm - 2
white & 1 grey. Contents of one shelf
3026. V - A quantity of peel & stick splash back tiles by In Home
type Subway, 1 chair mat, 1 wall light & 1 non matching
LED bulb. Contents of one shelf
3027. V - A quantity of various items including a metal curtain
pole, 4 bath feet, a gazebo roof, basin wastes etc.
Contents of one shelf
3028. V - 4 various light shades. Contents of one shelf
3029. V - 1 round free standing bath / shower mixer tap. Contents
of one shelf
3030. V - A double handle surface mounted mixer tap - NO make
visible
3031. V - A double handle surface mounted mixer tap - NO make
visible
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3032. V - 6 various light shades. Contents of one shelf
3033. V - A quantity of various items including 1 Endon Plexus
light shade, floor mats, garden covers, metal baskets etc.
Contents of two shelves
3034. V - 6 various light shades. Contents of one shelf
3035. V - A quantity of various vinyl self adhesive wall tiles & 4
self adhesive decal application tool sets
3036. V - 1 single lever mini mono tap with waste in Chrome - no
make visible
3037. V - 1 monobloc twin lever kitchen mixer tap - NO make
visible
3038. V - 1 kitchen mixer tap with flexible spray by Blancoellipse
type BM/1640/CH
3039. V - 2 pairs of surf basin taps in Chrome - no make visible
3040. V - 1 angle concealed thermostatic shower valve in chrome
by Tremercati type 22191
3041. V - 1 monobloc kitchen mixer tap by Francis Pegler type
Rune
3042. V - 1 monobloc dual flow kitchen mixer tap by Francis
Pegler type Sequel
3043. V - 6 various light shades. Contents of one shelf
3044. V - 1 single lever chrome tap by Magnet type Magnum
3045. V - 1 kitchen mixer tap by Bristan type Echo
3046. V - 1 small basin mixer tap by Bristan type Blitz & a pair of
brass basin taps by Old London
3047. V - 1 kitchen mixer tap with flexible spray - no make visible
3048. V - 1 bathroom mixer tap set with shower attachment by
Omnires type Parma PM7432
3049. V - 1 bath / shower mixer tap in chrome (no kit) - no make
visible
3050. V - 5 x 3 tier lampshades by Home 1227 type Ochre /
yellow / ivory. Contents of one shelf
3051. V - 3 various metal light shades. Contents of one shelf
3052. V - 2 fisherman's type light shades & 3 small metal light
shades. Contents of one shelf
3053. V - 1 monobloc mixer tap by Rangemaster type
Aquaclassic 2
3054. V - 1 double handle surface mounted mixer tap - NO make
visible
3055. V - 1 traditional exposed twin thermostatic shower valve in
chrome - no make visible
3056. V - 1 free standing bath / shower mixer tap by Schutte type
Cornwall 75800 - RRP £226
3057. V - 1 thermo shower valve & kit by Copa type COP066
3058. V - A quantity of various rolls of wallpaper & 2 small rolls of
vinyl
3059. V - 1 dual flush cistern & 1 shower unit by Triton type
Seville 8.5kw
3060. V - 1 change pad by Boon & a 3 section indoor folding gate
3061. V - 9 various light shades
3062. V - 5 various light shades
3063. V - A large quantity of various rolls of wallpaper. Contents
of one shelf
3064. V - A quantity of various rolls of wallpaper
3065. M - 1 electric fire in the style of a log burner by Dimplex
3066. V - A quantity of various rolls of wallpaper
3067. V - 5 various light shades
3068. V - 5 various light shades
3069. V - 2 light shades by Dar type Ronda Easyfit 60cm - grey
3070. V - A quantity of various items including 6 various light
shades, a chrome flower ball pendant etc
3071. V - 5 various light shades
3072. V - A quantity of various bathroom related items including a
shower curtain, a toilet seat, a toilet rack, 2 small metal
shelf units etc
3073. V - 6 various light shades. Contents of one shelf
3074. V - 1 single lever sink mixer tap with extractable shower by
Cox type 78CR568 UK
3075. V - 1 kitchen sink mixer tap with flexible neck - NO make
visible
3076. V - 1 kitchen mixer tap - NO make visible
3077. V - 1 kitchen mono tap with pull out spray by Costa type
Kit267
3078. V - 1 mixer tap by Caple type Landis LAN / CH
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3079. V - 1 mono bath tap by Francis Pegler type Maverick
3080. V - A quantity of mainly bathroom related items including
toilet roll holders, a bath rack, radiator valves etc
3081. V - 1 cloudburst shower head by Hudson Reed - head only,
no other fittings included
3082. V - 1 bath/ shower mixer tap by Bloomsbury type Premier
XM314
3083. V - 1 Bath / shower mixer tap by Ritz Type RZ 013
3084. V - 1 overhead shower kit by Schutte type Tokyo 60090
3085. V - 1 cooker hood by Baumatic, 60cm wide (boxed) & 1
other cooker hood which is missing the filter / covers
3086. V - 1 wall mounted shower column - no make visible
3087. V - A bath / shower 5 hole mixer tap - missing shower
attachment & a quantity of various handles etc
3088. V - 1 bathroom cabinet with mirrored doors & internal lights
3089. V - 1 bathroom cabinet with mirrored doors
3090. V - 1 bathroom mirror with built in LED lights by LSE
3091. V - 1 white ceramic drainer
3092. V - 1 white ceramic drainer
3093. V - 1 bathroom cabinet with single sliding mirrored door
3094. V - 1 stainless steel inset single bowl sink by Blanco
3095. V - 1 stainless steel inset single bowl sink by Rangemaster
3096. V - 1 white ceramic corner basin
3097. V - 1 roll top bath pack including legs, waste etc
3098. V - 1 bathroom corner cabinet with white body and single
mirrored door
3099. V - 1 electric fireplace by Homcom type NDY-19CL-E
3100. V - 1 inset stainless steel sink by with single drainer - no
make visible
3101. V - 1 inset stainless steel sink by with single drainer by
Blanco
3102. V - 1 inset stainless steel sink by with single drainer by
Blanco
3103. V - 1 stainless steel inset single bowl sink by Blanco
3104. V - 1 stainless steel inset single bowl circular sink - no
make visible
3105. V - 1 small dark grey inset single bowl sink by Elleci type
Quadra 50, colour GHISA70
3106. V - 1 white ceramic basin - no make visible
3107. V - 1 small rectangular designer sink made from dark grey
polished stone with rough stone surround
3108. V - 1 small white ceramic basin
3109. V - 1 mixer tap by Blanco type Blancocmida-S HD, 521456
3110. V - 1 mixer tap by Rieber type Pure ND 72072926
3111. V - 1 bridge basin mixer tap by Beaumont in Chrome type
L315X, 1 wall light by Wiki and 2 door handles by Heritage
Brass. Contents of one shelf
3112. V - A 3-hole basin mixer tap by Tre Mercati type 47090
3113. V - 1 child's bed with mattress - flat packed
3114. V - A run of 3 bays (4 uprights) of grey metal bolt less
stores type racking
3114A. V - A run of 3 bays (4 uprights) of grey metal bolt less
stores type racking
3114B. V - 1 bay of blue metal bolt less stores type racking
3115. V - 3 various crackle glass pendant lights by Searchlight.
Contents of one shelf
3116. V - 2 non matching industrial style metal pendant lights & 1
Studio 6 bulb pendant light. Contents of one shelf
3117. V - 2 pendant lights by Eglo type Brenda, 1 bathroom light
by Saxby & 1 other pendant light. Contents of one shelf
3118. V - 2 pendant lights by Eglo type Tarbes. Contents of one
shelf
3119. V - 1 glass crystal ceiling light and a chandelier type light.
Contents of one shelf
3120. V - 2 lights by Searchlight comprising 1 x Mansion
8225PST & 1 x Conrad 5931CH. Contents of one shelf
3121. V - 1 x 3 bulb spotlight bar in chrome, 2 x 3 bulb spotlight
plates in brass type finish & 1 wall light by Honsel.
Contents of one shelf
3122. V - 2 lights by Searchlight comprising 1 x New Orleans
outside wall light & 1 x crackle Dingle Dangle pendant.
Contents of one shelf
3123. V - 1 modern style glass feature ceiling light by Schuller
type 160674 Saten RRP £474
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3124. V - 1 x 8 light chandelier by Endon type Clarence 308-8CL
RRP £100
3125. V - 2 wall lights by Endon type Phelps & 2 wall lights by
Schuller type Aplique Flash. Contents of one shelf
3126. V - 1 pendant light by Maytoni type Elegant Bouquet & 1
pendant light by Eglo type Coretto. Contents of one shelf
3127. V - 1 glass pendant light by Firstlight and one glass
pendant light by Endon. Contents of one shelf
3128. V - 1 picture light by Firstlight and two metal pendant lights
by Searchlight. Contents of one shelf
3129. V - One wall light and one pendant light by Wofi. Contents
of one shelf
3130. V - 1 x 6 bulb pendant light by Tower, 1 ceiling light, 1
other pendant light & 1 small glass shade. Contents of two
shelves
3131. V - 1 x metal 2 bulb pendant light with 2 glass shades.
Contents of one shelf
3132. V - 1 x 3 bulb pendant light by Premier Interiors type
Jasper & 1 x 3 bulb pendant light by Premier Housewares.
Contents of two shelves
3133. V - 2 pendant lights by Eglo type Rocamar & 1 pendant
light by Oaks type Riga. Contents of one shelf
3134. V - 1 x 3 bulb copper pendant light & 1 x white metal
chandelier type light - both lights have no packaging.
Contents of one shelf
3135. V - 1 ceiling light by Endon type Welles and one light by
Nave type 785322. Contents of one shelf
3136. V - 4 outside wall lights by Endon type Drayton. Contents
of one shelf
3137. V - 2 x 3 bulb metal pendant lights by LSE type 207733.
Contents of one shelf
3138. V - 3 x black / copper pendant lights by Dar type Midi.
Contents of one shelf
3139. V - 1 x ceiling fan with spotlights by Mini Sun type 18574 &
1 pendant light. Contents of one shelf
3140. V - 2 pendant lights by Endon comprising 1 x Fargo & 1 x
Harvey. Contents of one shelf
3141. V - 2 x semi flush lights by Firstlight type Madison 4887TA.
Contents of one shelf
3142. V - 1 x 3 bulb metal pendant light - no make visible.
Contents of one shelf
3143. V - 3 pendant lights by Serene type SL00023. Contents of
two shelves
3144. V - 5 ceiling lights by Eglo type Pasteri - colour trims on
edge of lights are different. Contents of one shelf
3145. V - 1 x 3 bulb pendant light by Serene type Lewisham
SL00097 & 1 ceiling light by Paul Newhaus. Contents of
one shelf
3146. V - 4 pendant lights with white metal shades, 2 x 4 bulb
spotlight plates & 1 copper coloured ceiling light. Contents
of two shelves
3147. V - 1 x triple ring pendant light by Endon type Kline 3CH
3148. V - 1 ceiling light by Eglo type Grebera 1
3149. V - 1 pendant light by Eglo type Loncino
3150. V - 1 crystal glass chandelier by Premier Housewares type
Art deco 11 bulb RRP region of £600
3151. V - 1 pendant light by Pagazzi type Theo 3 and 1 bar
pendant light by Dar type Dynamo
3152. V - 1 table lamp by Endon type Kew, one pendant light and
one ceiling light
3153. V - 1 x 3 bulb pendant light by Premier Interiors type
Jasper & 1 pendant light by V-Tac
3154. V - 1 antique style brass / glass pendant light by Dar
Banbury type Oviedo and 2 non matching pendant Lights
by Nino
3155. V - 1 ceiling fan by LEDS C4
3156. V - 1 large pendant light by MiDAS type 301 690 106
3157. V - 1 globe frame pendant light by Searchlight
3158. V - 2 geometric cage pendant lights by Searchlight
3159. V - 2 pendant lights by Globo type 15252G
3160. V - 1 large pendant light by Oaks type Ballon range 4530 /
60AB
3161. V - 1 large pendant light by Oaks type Ballon range 4530 /
60AB
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3162. V - 1 large pendant light by Oaks type Ballon range 4530 /
60AB
3163. V - 1 pendant chandelier by Endon type Clarence 12 LT
308-8+4CL. RRP region of £100
3164. V - 1 pendant chandelier by Endon type Clarence 8LT 3088CL. RRP region of £100
3165. V - 5 outside lights by Dar type Doyle
3166. V - 5 outside lights by Dar type Doyle
3167. V - 2 lights by Firstlight comprising 1 x Curtis pendant & 1 x
Ashby wall
3168. V - 1 bathroom light by Searchlight and 2 matching but
slightly different size ceiling lights by Globo
3169. V - 2 wall lights by Endon type Shield
3170. V - 4 industrial style pendant Lights by Nino type Harley
3171. V - 1 pendant light by Eglo type Pasteri and one light by
Eglo type Mogano
3172. V - 2 industrial style pendant lights by Dar Banbury type
Kaelan pale green
3173. V - 1 rise and fall pendant light by Firstlight type 2309CP
3174. V - 6 LED double spotlights by Vida XL
3175. V - 1 x 3 bulb pendant light by Light Prestige, 1 similar light
by Dar & 4 x scoop / swivel lights by Knightsbridge
3176. V - 3 cone pendant lights by Seymoure
3177. V - 1 copper wire pendant light by LSE, 1 x 3 bulb pendant
light by Sky & 1 x 3 bulb pendant light by LSE
3178. V - 1 copper wire pendant light & 6 black metal light
shades
3179. V - 2 metal wall fittings with glass bowls suitable for
candles (2 candles are supplied)
3180. V - 1 industrial style pendant light by Industville and 2
antique style wall lights with metal shades by Minisun
3181. V - 1 outdoor wall light by Elstead, 1 outdoor wall light by
Konst Smide, 4 ceramic block paint me wall lights by
Minisun and one other wall light
3182. V - 1 pendant light by 55 South type Oslo, 1 pendant light
by Nave & 1 pendant light by Endon type Arbutus
3183. V - 2 spotlight bars by First Choice, 2 table lamps by
Endon & 1 industrial style pendant light by Mark Slojd type
Asnen
3184. V - 1 ceiling light by Brilliant tyre Andria & 2 wall lights by
Brilliant type Ronald
3185. V - 1 ceiling light by Lucide type Focker
3186. V - A quantity of various items including 1 pendant light by
Firstlight type Costa 2308WH, 3 other various pendant
lights, 1 wall light by Searchlight, 1 table lamp, LED bulbs
etc
3187. V - 1 twisted plastic wire effect floor light by Wirelamps
type Canyan Tower
3188. V - 1 chandelier by Endon type Apagio 9LT RRP region of
£150
3189. V - 1 pendant light by Endon type Trafford
3190. V - 1 pendant light by Endon type Lambeth
3191. V - 1 ceiling light by Regenbogen Life and one ceiling light
by Homcom
3192. V - 1 antique style pendant light by Searchlight and 2 wall
lights by Kolarz
3193. V - 2 pendant Lights by Eglo comprising 1 x Carlton and 1
x Carleton 1
3194. V - 2 pendant lights by Searchlight comprising 1 x industrial
style and 1 x glass ball
3195. V - 1 pendant light by Lucide type Solo and 1 pendant light
by Dar Banbury type Speckle
3196. V - 1 ceiling light by Febland type LW365C/5W
3197. M - 2 pallets containing a quantity of exhibition type lights
3198. M - A quantity of various exhibition type lights. Contents of
one wheeled cage which is not included
3199. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various ceramic tiles
3200. V - 1 pallet containing 1 vanity unit (no basin) & 3 other
bathroom cabinets
3201. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
sliding bath screens, glass panels etc
3202. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
a double width vanity unit (no basins), a tall mirrored
bathroom cabinet by Bath Vida type Milano etc
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3203. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
a 2 x 4 drawer floor standing units, 1 night stand, 1 floor
standing cabinet, a toilet seat etc
3204. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
a vanity unit (no basin), several other cabinets, a mirrored
bathroom cabinet etc
3205. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
a towel rail, a Wenko stool,a toilet unit etc
3206. V - 1 white resin basin & 1 glass basin with damage to both
rear corners
3207. V - 1 stainless steel inset 1 1/2 bowl sink by Rangemaster
& 1 stainless steel inset single bowl sink - no make visible
3208. V - 1 pallet containing 3 various bathroom cabinets with
mirrored doors - 1 has built in lights
3209. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
5 x 2 panel sliding bath screens
3210. V - 1 small basin milled from solid limestone
3211. V - 1 small basin milled from solid limestone
3212. V - 1 small basin milled from solid limestone
3213. V - 1 small basin milled from solid limestone
3214. V - 1 small corner basin milled from solid limestone
3215. V - 1 small corner basin milled from solid limestone
3216. V - 1 shower tray milled from solid limestone approx 1.2m x
80cm
3217. V - 1 shower tray milled from solid limestone approx 1.2m x
80cm
3218. V - 1 shower tray milled from solid limestone approx 1.2m x
80cm
3219. V - 1 shower tray milled from solid limestone approx 1.2m x
80cm
3220. V - 2 white fibreglass baths - no panels, legs etc
3221. V - 1 free standing soaking bath by Belfry Bathroom type
Bellissima 175cm x 75cm RRP £539 NB. long crack on top
edge
3222. V - 1 free standing soaking bath with chrome leg set by
Hudson Reed type Kensington 150cm x 73cm RRP £427
3223. V - 1 pallet containing 5 various ceramic toilet pans (1 has
chip on back corner) - NO cisterns included
3224. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various ceramic basins
and pedestals
3225. M - 2 used white ceramic basins with pedestals
3226. V - 2 Cosi glass square guards & 1 Vitra radiator cover.
Contents of two shelves
3227. V - 1 white ceramic toilet pan with 1 concealed cistern and
1 toilet seat. Contents of one shelf
3228. V - 1 white ceramic Cityspace rimless close coupled toilet
pan with cistern - Please note that the cistern the the
incorrect top
3229. V - 1 pendant light by Endon type Alzira 1lt & 1 pendant
light by Searchlight type 3228CC. Contents of one shelf
3230. V - 1 wall light by Pacific type Albany & 1 mini pendant light
by Schuller type Arian . Contents of one shelf
3231. V - A 7 bulb chandelier type pendant light by Endon type
Phantom 7CH. Contents of one shelf
3232. V - 1 chandelier type 5 arm pendant light by Globo type
63118-5. Contents of one shelf
3233. V - 2 pendant lights by Dar type Heath 1lt. Contents of one
shelf
3234. V - A 4 bulb square light fitting with shades - no other
details visible. Contents of one shelf
3235. V - 1 chandelier type pendant light by Endon type Lullaby.
Contents of one shelf
3236. V - 1 semi flush light by Firstlight type Madison 4887CR &
2 white leaf lights by Vida. Contents of one shelf
3237. V - 1 chandelier type pendant light by Leuchten type
15047-17. Contents of one shelf
3238. V - 1 chandelier type pendant light by Trade Fair type
4002-5G & 2 copper finish pendant lights by Searchlight.
Contents of one shelf
3239. V - 1 floor standing lamp by Febland type OK-365F4W.
Contents of one shelf
3240. V - 1 pendant light by Eglo type Pasteri. Contents of one
shelf
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3241. V - 2 wall lights by Alfa with shades & 1 pendant light by
Globo type 15188D. Contents of one shelf
3242. V - 1 pendant light by Action type Crystal. Contents of one
shelf
3243. V - 1 wall light by Endon type Hudson, 1 light bar by
Brilliant type Dalmatian & 1 ceiling light by Brilliant type
Eode. Contents of one shelf
3244. V - 3 pendant lights by Endon type Myddleton. Contents of
two shelves
3245. V - 1 pendant light by Endon type Daley and 1 pendant
light by Eglo type Maserlo. Contents of one shelf
3246. V - 2 pendant Lights by Eglo comprising of 1 Pasteri and 1
Tarbes. Contents of one shelf
3247. V - 1 pendant light by Firstlight type Regal 8636CH.
Contents of one shelf
3248. V - 2 Lights by FirstLight comprising of 1 Jasmine 4233CH
and 1 Track Pack TP703WH. Contents of one shelf
3249. V - 1 pendant light by Globo type of 15846 and 1 x 5 bulb
pendant light with no make visible. Contents of one shelf
3250. V - 1 pendant light by Dar type Hyperion and 2 ceiling
mounted industrial style lights. Contents of one shelf
3251. V - 1 pendant light by Dar Banbury type Senator and 1
Vasquez flush ceiling light. Content of One shelf
3252. V - 1 Bistro ceiling bar light by Searchlight. Contents of one
shelf
3253. V - 2 polished nickel finish pendant lights by Dar type
Arona. Contents of One Shelf
3254. V - 1 triple pendant light by Paul Neuhaus type 2160-17.
Contents of one shelf
3255. V - 2 pendant lights by Endon type Lambeth 4LT. Contents
of one shelf
3256. V - 2 pendant Lights by Endon type Daley 3LT and 2 wall
lights by Light Prestige type Isla but are different colours.
Contents of one shelf
3257. V - 1 pendant light by Honsel type Krone 11945. Contents
of one shelf
3258. V - 2 lights by Searchlight comprising 1 geometric cage
pendant and 1 American diner pendant. Contents of one
shelf
3259. V - 2 lights by Searchlight comprising one whisk pendant
and one Flemish chandelier. Contents of one shelf
3260. V - 3 various lights by Eglo comprising one Locanda, one
Priddy 1 & one Pratella. Contents of two shelves
3261. V - 2 triple pendant lights by Eglo type Tarbes. Contents of
one shelf
3262. V - 2 industrial style pendant lights comprising 1 Leitmotiv
& 1 Bikkel. Contents of one shelf
3263. V - 1 Dar Banbury Lyall pendant light, 1 Maytoni Senna
wall light & 1 Pagani ceiling light. Contents of one shelf
3264. V - 1 semi flush light by Dar type Arlington and 1 non
matching light shade. Contents of one shelf
3265. V - 1 outdoor fisherman type light by Industville type
Brooklyn and 2 other wall mounted lights with no make
visible. Contents of one shelf
3266. V - 2 lights by FirstLight comprising 1 Century pendant
2309AB and 1 Lynx 100 5523WH together with 1 copper
coloured pendant light, 1 glass pendant light - both with no
make visible & several various LED bulbs. Contents of two
shelves
3267. V - 1 ceiling fan with spotlights by Minisun type Ecimitar
18574, 2 pendant lights by Globo type 15061 and 1 other
light with no other details visible. Contents of two shelves
3268. V - 3 glass pendant lights by Firstlight types 2 x 2301AQ &
1 x 2301CL. Content of one shelf
3269. V - 5 lights by Endon comprising of 3 Fargo 2LT wall, 1
Fargo 2LT flush and 1 crystal wall. Contents of one shelf
3270. V - 3 pendant lights by Village at Home type Acton smoked
glass lantern. Contents of one shelf
3271. V - 1 Jasper pendant light by 55 South and 1 Vermont
pendant light by Premier Interiors. Contents of One Shelf
3272. V - 4 various Lights by Eglo comprising of 2 x Acolla, 1 x
Carlton and 1 x Zapata. Contents of one shelf
3273. V - 3 pendant lights by Eglo type Rocamar. Contents of
one shelf
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3274. V - 2 satin copper finish pendant lights by Dar type Rawley.
Contents of one shelf
3275. V - 2 pendant Lights by Dyberg Larsen type Haipot & 2
pendant lights by Maytoni type Bicones. Contents of one
shelf
3276. V - 1 large pendant light by Endon type Miele 3LT
3277. V - 1 chandelier by Searchlight type Arabella 7956-6CC
3278. V - 1 large pendant light by Endon type Miele 3LT
3279. V - 1 chandelier type pendant light by Endon type Clarence
8LT 308-8CL
3280. V - 3 various lights by Mark Slojd comprising 2 x Alice & 1
x Ekelund
3281. V - 44 slate tiles each 30cm square
3282. V - 1 ceiling light by Schuller type Dana 039, 1 wall light by
Frederick and 1 pendant light by Trio
3283. V - 3 wall lights by Endon type Finsbury 2LT
3284. V - 2 lights by Endon comprising 1 Havana 6LT semi flush
and 1 Welles 3LT flush
3285. V - 1 triple pendant light by Globo type 15119-3
3286. V - 1 Astoria globe pendant light & 1 chandelier type
pendant light
3287. V - A quantity of various items including a geometric metal
pendant light, a Sotto Luce pendant light etc. Contents of
one shelf
3288. V - A quantity of various items including 4 Rosie spotlight
bars, LED bulbs, a glass shade, an elk wall sticker etc.
Contents of one shelf
3289. V - 3 pendant lights by Globo type 15164
3290. V - 3 pendant lights by Nave type 6025342
3291. V - 5 various light by Eglo comprising 1 Barnham, 1
Mogano & 3 Pasteri with different colour edge trims
3292. V - 1 ceiling light by Schuller type Dana 049
3293. V - 1 ceiling light by Schuller type Dana 049
3294. V - 2 pendant lights by Dar type Blyton 3LT
3295. V - 2 fisherman lights by Firstlight type 8645CR
3296. V - 3 outside wall lights by First Light type Oslo
3297. V - 3 various lights by Eglo comprising 1 Barrhill, 1 Carlton
& 1 Stellato 1
3298. V - 2 lights by Endon comprising 1 Brydon 1LT pendant &
1 Inova PIR 1LT outside wall
3299. V - 1 ceiling light by Pacific, 1 pendant light by S.Pons & 1
other light with no make visible. Contents of one shelf
3300. V - 3 lights by Maytoni comprising 2 x Nevill & 1 x Domino
3301. M - 1 vintage cast iron fire grate, 1 vintage iron kitchen
implement hanger & 1 modern metal candle holder - all
items painted black
3302. V - 1 metal geometric pendant light, 1 copper whisk
pendant light by Ruee & 1 pendant light by Franklite.
Contents of one shelf
3303. V - 1 Dar Banbury Liden bar pendant light 3LT, 2 Rosie
spotlight bars & various LED bulbs. Contents of one shelf
3304. V - 1 Vermont pendant light by Premier Interiors, 1
flushlight by Lighting Collection and 1 pendant light by Vida
XL. Contents of one shelf
3305. V - 2 lights by Endon comprising 1 Bernice 5LT pendant &
1 Hadden / Hurst pendant. Contents of one shelf
3306. V - 1 pendant light by Eglo type Marazio
3307. V - 1 drum chandelier by Febland type LW365C/5SV
3308. V - 1 drum chandelier by Febland type LW365C/5W
3309. V - 1 free standing 3 drawer vanity unit with a white
ceramic basin width approx 60cm
3310. V - 1 wall hung small vanity unit with a white ceramic basin
by Roca width approx 45 cm
3311. V - 1 wall hung vanity unit with a white resin basin width
approx 60 cm
3312. V - 1 wall hung vanity unit with a white resin basin width
approx 60 cm
3313. V - 1 free standing bathroom vanity unit with a white
ceramic basin width approx 62cm
3314. V - 1 dark grey vertical designer radiator by Eucotherm
type Nova RRP £132
3315. V - 1 black vertical designer radiator - small dent in top
right hand edge
3316. V - 1 small dark grey designer radiator
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3317. V - 1 dark grey radiator and a Milton radiator cover
3318. V - 1 shower quadrant enclosure 900 x 900mm
3319. V - 1 shower tray approx 80cm x 122cm
3320. V - 1 shower tray approx 80cm x 140cm
3321. V - 1 glass bath room panel IJM code C10171001 PNEC
3322. V - 2 bath screens & 1 bath front panel
3323. V - 1 glass pivot door & 2 hinged glass doors
3324. V - 1 white FD30 fire door approx 198 by 76 cm
3325. V - 1 white internal door with 4 large glass panes approx
198 x 76cm
3326. V - 3 white internal doors each with 10 small glass panes
approx 198 x 83cm
3327. V - 1 white internal door with 1 large glass pane approx
198 x 68cm
3328. V - 1 white internal door with 3 long glass panes approx
193 x 75 cm
3329. V - 1 white internal door with 2 long glass panes approx
193 x 83 cm
3330. V - 1 external wooden stable door by LPD approx 203 x
81cm - requires 9 small glass panes (not supplied) and a
weather protective finish before use
3331. V - 1 external wooden door by LPD approx 208 x 86cm
supplied with a glass pane fitted but will require a weather
protective finish before use
3332. V - 1 external wooden door by LPD approx 203 x 81cm
supplied with a glass pane fitted but will require a weather
protective finish before use
3333. V - 1 dark internal door with 1 long glass pane approx 198
x 83cm
3334. V - 1 internal glazed door by JBK approx 198cm x 83cm door is scratched
3335. V - 1 white internal door by Jeld-Wen with 15 small glass
panes fitted approx 198 x 83cm
3336. V - 2 internal wooden doors each approx 198 x 76cm & 1
white bifold door
3337. V - 2 internal wooden doors each with 2 obscure glass
panes - 1 at 198 x 83cm & 1 at 198 x 76cm
3338. V - A pair of large wooden doors each with 6 obscure glass
panes fitted, each door approx 107 x 214cm
3339. V - A pair of large wooden doors each with 6 obscure glass
panes fitted, each door approx 107 x 214cm
3340. V - 6 wooden doors designed to each take a large glass
pane but NO glass is included, each door approx 198 x
57cm & 1 white internal door approx 198 x 76cm
3341. V - A pair of large solid pine doors each approx 106 x
200cm
3342. V - 1 internal wooden door approx 198 x 76cm
3343. V - 6 white internal doors each approx 198 x 53cm
3344. V - 3 internal wooden doors each with 1 large glass pane
fitted & each approx 198 x 83cm
3345. V - 4 white bifold doors by Jeld Wen
3346. V - 3 pre finished oak Palermo internal doors by XL Joinery
type PFINTOPAL33, 1981mm X 838mm x 35mm
3347. V - 3 white internal doors by Jeld Wen each with 1 large
glass pane fitted & each approx 198 x 76cm
3348. V - 1 white internal door by Jeld Wen approx 198 x 68cm
3349. V - 1 external wooden door by LPD approx 198 x 76cm
supplied with 2 glass panes fitted but will require a weather
protective finish before use
3350. V - 1 pre finished oak Palermo internal door by XL Joinery
type PFINTOPAL30, 1981mm X 762mm x 35mm
3351. V - 1 white internal door by LPD approx 203cm x 81.5cm,
RRP £125 & 2 bifold doors approx 195cm x 37cm / 74cm
3352. V - 14 x white panel doors by Premdor, 1981 x 533 x
35mm
3353. M - 1 pallet containing 10 internal doors by Vicaima
3354. M - 8 internal doors by Vicaima all at 1981mm x 457mm x
44mm
3355. V - 5 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
76cm
3356. M - One pallet containing a small quantity of laminate
flooring
3357. M - A quantity of various unused car body parts. Stillage is
not included
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3358. M - A quantity of various unused car body parts. Stillage is
not included
3359. M - A quantity of various unused car body parts. Stillage is
not included
3360. M - 4 used wood effect internal doors comprising 2 at
approx 198cm x 76cm & 2 at approx 198cm x 68cm
3361. V - 12 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
76cm
3362. V - 7 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
83cm
3363. V - 15 white internal doors by Premdor at 198cm x 46cm &
1 similar door at 198cm x 53cm
3364. V - 5 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
84cm
3365. V - 5 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 198cm x
84cm
3366. V - One pallet containing a quantity of various white
internal doors
3367. V - 10 internal wooden doors by LPD each approx 198 x
76cm
3368. V - 1 pallet containing 5 dark internal doors each approx
198 x 83cm
3369. V - 1 pallet containing 11 various doors
3370. V - 1 pallet containing 5 wooden internal doors each
approx 198 x 68cm
3371. V - 1 pallet containing 8 white internal doors each approx
198 x 83cm
3372. V - 1 pallet containing 6 internal doors each approx 198 x
83cm
3373. V - 1 pallet containing 4 dark internal doors each approx
198 x 76cm
3374. V - 1 pallet containing 7 white internal doors each approx
198 x 83cm
3375. M - 2 Worcester FKT-1s solar water heating panels
3376. V - 1 box containing 6 x 20w Night Eye external bulk head
lights
3377. V - 1 box containing 6 x 20w Night Eye external bulk head
lights
3378. V - 1 box containing 6 x 20w Night Eye external bulk head
lights
3379. V - 1 box containing 6 x 20w Night Eye external bulk head
lights
3380. V - 2 boxes each containing 6 x 20w Night Eye external
bulk head lights
3381. V - 2 boxes each containing 6 x 20w Night Eye external
bulk head lights
3382. V - 2 boxes each containing 6 x 20w Night Eye external
bulk head lights
3383. V - 2 boxes each containing 6 x 20w Night Eye external
bulk head lights
3384. V - 4 boxes each containing 6 x 20w Night Eye external
bulk head lights
3385. V - 4 boxes each containing 6 x 20w Night Eye external
bulk head lights
3386. V - 4 boxes each containing 6 x 20w Night Eye external
bulk head lights
3387. V - 6 staging sections by Trenomat scissor type Audience
Systems Vario-Stage. Each section is 2m x 1m with alloy
frame and wooden deck. Adjustable heights but the
adjustment mechanism locking / release handles require
attention
3388. V - 6 staging sections by Trenomat scissor type Audience
Systems Vario-Stage. Each section is 2m x 1m with alloy
frame and wooden deck. Adjustable heights but the
adjustment mechanism locking / release handles require
attention
3389. M - 1 white shower tray approx 90 x 80cm
3390. M - 1 part roll of wood effect vinyl flooring, width approx
2m, length unknown
3391. M - 1 part roll of wood effect vinyl flooring, width approx
2m, length unknown
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